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Aaron, that meant a career outs1de of the off1ce 
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At this time of the year and throughout winter, 
we have the opportunity to start dreaming about 
our property and envisioning what it would look like. 
Those of us who have already established beautiful 
wildflowers and grasses that bloom throughout the 
season are now watching them go to sleep for the 
winter. Little does the passerby know that this 
special place will be a jewel in the sun as the winter 
wanes and the seasons progress once again into 
the spring and summer. 
We remember walking through our prairie on a cool 
June morning with a heavy dew and seeing Ohio 
Spiderwort in full bloom glistening with water drops 
exaggerating the brilliant blue color. Right next to it, 
our Golden Alexanders warm the air with their radiant 
yellow. A gaze straight ahead now reveals the clumps 
of Little Bluestem dispersed like little soldiers overseeing 
this special place that we have created. 
Jumping to mid summer, we see dozens of wildflowers 
lighting up like a twinkling fairyland with butterflies darting 
and landing. One species that catches my eye is Pale 
Purple Coneflower with pinkish petals po1nted downward 
and its center cone thrusting upward. It appears like a 
Roman candle streaking across the sky. Only a few short 
years ago this site was a monoculture of common grasses 
and like everyone else's property with no special attraction. 
This transformation came about by seeing 1t before it 
actually happened and feeling the positive energy. 
The joy and beauty that this prairie brings to me each 
season has 9iven me the opportunity to interact with nature. 
Butterflies, b1rds and beautiful insects appear as if by 
spontaneous generation. I think back on everything that 
Donna and I now have and am reminded that those things 
were attracted by our thoughts and visualizations. I think 
about our property that was once just a vision as Donna 
and I described in words on our refrigerator detailing how 
this property that we searched for would look. It was a 
vision then but a reality now. 
Don't let this winter season pass you by without 
dreaming about what it is that you want. Maybe it's 
just a small wildflower bed or a Bird and Butterfly 
Attractor Station just outside your window. Large fields 
can become prairie meadows. Small prairies can be 
instant by planting plugs in the spring. You can even 
get started now by doing a dormant seeding in the late 
fall and throughout the winter. Picture your property as 
you want to see it and feel that you already have it. It 
will soon be yours to enjoy. 
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AND SAVE! 
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and 
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in Iowa Outdoors Magazine -
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your order! 
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DAN WEEKS ts a frc<'lance writer and 
photogr.rplwr who spt>nalizes in profiling 
t•xtraonlinary pt•opk. places and experiences. 
A graduate o l c;rimll'll College and the 
Cnivcrsity of lo\\a's graduate writing program. 
lw has writh•n and photographed hundreds 
of art ide" for national magazines and the web 
from his home base in Des :.O loines. His latest 
book, [Jeadltesf Catch · Desperate Hours is 
a Dbcovery Charm<'] best seller. For more 
of his work: http://web.me.com/dan.weeks. 
TONY MOLINE is a Dubuque native, where 
hL t rkes ad\ <mlage of the area's natural beauty 
and divt•rst• wildlilc to craft his images. His 
photographic prints ar<' available through Out-
"'dt• th<' l.rnt's Art Galler) in D llbuquc s C. able 
( ar ';quare www.otlag.com 377 Bluff Street, 
Dubuque. 563-583-9343 
JEN WILSON rs a travel and features 
wnlt-r bast'd 111 Dt•s :\loines. Her work 
appears in .Vational Geographic TraL•eler, 
Frommer's Btui~rl Trat·e/, Afidtt'est Living 
and Esquire. She is spending 2009 in 
Europe for her upcommg book. Touching 
l p My Roots. I•ollm\ her journey at 
www.touchingupmyroots.com. 
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Winter Cabin Special - $20 off stay 
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12633 Resort Drive, Moravia, Iowa 52571 
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www. honeycreekresort.com 
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Join the Pottawattamie 
County Board 
its 
nniversary! 
Birthday Party 
Special Monthly Events 
Nature Quests 
For more information on 
how you can help us 
celebrate in 2010, please 
visit our website. connect to fun! 
www .pottcoconservation.com 
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529 PLAN 
Michael L Fillgerold, Treasurer of Stole 
Call888-672-9116 • Visit www.collegesavingsiowa.com 
ABOUT THIS PHOTO 
UNI phystca l education instructor 
Don Bnggs sweeps away tee chtps 
generated by more t han 50 climbers' 
ascents of this 85-foot gratn stlo 
near Cedar Falls. Bnggs mvented 
stlo tee cltmbmg Wtth a small group 
of dedtcated volunteers, he makes 
it avatlable nearly every winter 
w eekend, weather permitt ing, to 
anyone who wan ts to give it a try 
He even cleans up afterwards. 
ABOUT THE COVER 
"I've been boulden ng in Joshua Tree, 
Calt f., and techntcal rock climbtng in 
Estes Park, Colo., but nei ther can beat 
the thnll of ascend tng an 85-foot, 
sheer verttcal frozen waterfall," says 
wnter/photographer Dan Weeks. Here, 
veteran Iowa tee climber and UNI 
student Mtke Eaglestem demonstrates 
the tremendous st rength of even the 
lacy edges of the tcy sptre and the 
tenacious gnp afforded by cramponed 
boots and a hardened-steel ice axe. 
Yes, Iowans, thanks to Don Bnggs 
and hts crew, you can try thts at home' 
24 Modern Muzzies 
Old-time blackpowder rifles may have helped open up the 
American frontier, but they don't hold a candle to today's 
modern muzzleloader. Or do they? 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY JOE WILKINSON 
30 High on Ice 
A new extreme sport, invented m Cedar Falls, IS open for all to 
try. See what has kids to 86-year-olds climbmg a shimmering 
sp1re of ice for kicks. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DAN WEEKS 
38 Millions of Perch 
Record-setting ice fishing has anglers flocking to Spirit 
Lake where up to 2.5 million perch school/ike ribbons 
of fog to those with underwater cameras. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
42 The Fallen 
Working to save an injured eagle, wildlife rehabilitators 
discover evil that spawns a federal investigation. 
BY JOE WILKINSON PHOTOS BY JOE WILKINSON & TONY MOLINE 
52 Winnebago Pheasant 
Perhaps nowhere on Earth have wildlife biologists more 
closely examined the delicate relationship between 
humans and pheasants Grab your boots ond come along. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
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February's full moon is perfect/or night hikes to 
call owls and hear hoots. Afterwards, warm up 
with outdoor-tlzemed books for the whole family. 
13 qq, 6JJusters 
Does hot water freeze faster than cold water, or is 
this theory all wet? And what's happened to Iowa's 
screech owls? 
14 
Spice up winter ice fishing bait, learn an owl calling 
trick, use crows or jays to find raptors in hiding and 
take care of bicycle chains before a winter bike ride. 
·--~ • ' {i 'r nnnr11 
Meet an Air Force veteran in Humboldt who created a 
hunt preserve for the war-wounded. See how a publisher 
helped 100 homes save energy, and take to the sky with 
a Wright County teacher to help water quality. 
6Jn 6l 11n 
An indoor water park, ice fishing, toasty cabins, a 
warm lodge and plenty of family-friendly activities 
make 11,000 acres of glittering ice and snow at 
Honey Creek Resort State Park a winter refresher. 
58 6/Yl 6JJacllgard 
Create a backyard wildlife haven and return nutrients 
to the soil while saving tree removal costs. 
Hurricane Katrina castaways land in eastern 
Iowa and delight locals with New Orleans-style 
cuisine, including this recipe for crab-crusted 
trout with lemon butter. 
This aninzal has something to crow about-from 
rnimicry and counting to using traffic to crack nuts. 
ACTIVITIES, TIPS AND EVENTS FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY 
0 
n w oon 
February's full moon is nicknamed the owl moon, as the 
crisp night air is filled with the calls and hoots of mating owls. 
runch the sno\\' and trek into the woods \\Ith a child-or the young 
at heart-to practice calling owls L st. tht. moonlight reflecting off 
tht· snow-covered ground to illummate the surroundings as you 
follow the sound of an owl's call. ~love slowly and patiently to glimpse 
owls silhouetted on leafless trees by shimmering moonbeams. When 
an owl calls, try to mimic the sound and see if you get a response. 
I 
All eight species of Iowa owls are found here in the winter. 
The great horned, screech and barred owls are most 
common The short-eared IS on the state endangered 
spC'cies list and the barn and long-eared arc on the 
threatened list. If you glimpse one of these. you arc 
lucky indeed. 
~ Barreb - vERY COMMON, most often heard 
In summer. spnng and fall C,earch along forested 
areas in river bottoms across tht.• state. except 
norlh\\est Iowa 
Screet~-COMMON. ')mall. but slightly 
larger than a saw-whet ow I round year-round 
in Iowa Nocturnal. but will respond to calls day 
or night "Jests early spring and summC'r. 
Burrow i nl}- THE ONLY owL THAT NEsTs 
UNDERGROUND, often using old badger or fox dens 
Most recorded sightings arc in northwest Iowa. 
s ~ 0 rt • e are b - ENDANGERED. A 
PRAIRIE SPECIES, FIND THEM HUNTING OVER OPEN 
GRASSLANDS. A summer nester and one of th<· last 
to nest "We have a small breeding number dunng 
the summer. but more short-ears arc in Iowa during 
the \\Inter. when they move -.;outh from prairie areas 
m Canada." says Doug Harr, who heads the D.l\R's 
nongame program 
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JANUARY 30 - MOONRISE 6:26P.M. 
FEBRUARY 28 - MOONRISE 6:31 P.M. 
Great ijorneb- THELARGESTANDEASIESTOWL ~ 
TO FIND, they hoot in a series of five or six in late December and r 
january to attract mates. By following the sound, you can sec them 
sitting in an old red tailed hawk nest, incubating eggs, even during 
a snowstorm. Oftt•n lay eggs by early February The1r owlets take 
a long time to mature. so they are the earliest nesters, doing so 
to take advantage of an early food supply for their young. Owlets 
can hunt on their O\\'n by summer. perfect timing to catch early 
populations of rabbits and rodents 
L o nl}- e are b - THREATENED. FIND IN coNIFER GRovEs 
IN WINTER AND SOMETIMES IN GROUPS. The onl} owls that form 
flock-; l sually lound in the same location year after year. 
s n 0 W JJ - NOT HERE DURING SUMMER, when the all white 
snowy reslCI( s 1n the Arctic "They come down when the food bas<' 
of lemmings and mice has a population crash," says llarr That 
happens about every four years. "Not responsive to calls, you will 
just happen upon them sitting on a fencepost or on a frozen clod 
of dirt in an open field A ground nester. they like to gel on a p<'rrh 
to -;can for prey." Most are found north of Interstate 80 
nort~ern saw-m~et-OURSMALLESTOWL, 
"Probably a lot more common than we realize, thl'> ov.l1s \er} 
secretive." says Harr. Often found in winter in red cedar trees. They 
perch clos<· to tn•t• trunks and sometimes close to the ground. L:nafraid 
of people. they can be approached within a fev. feet "This is a species 
that we are just starting to understand more about." says Harr. 
Barn Ow I - RARE, with less than ten known nests in 
the stat<'. "There are probably more than that, but they are hard 
to find," says Harr. An oak savannah species, they thnvc-d when 
fire and natural free roaming grazers such as elk kept the forest 
floor open, with knee-high grasses. A rare and quickly disappearing 
hab1tat, tlH' oak forests are now often choked with above-head 
tangl<'s of brush and woody plants. Barn owls have a distinctive 
heart-shaped facial shape. Often found in abandoned barns. 
they are a year round resident and a spring and summer ne-.ter. 
Children and adults will enjoy listening to various owl 
calls on/me Vtszt the famed Cornell Lab of Omitlzology 
at www.birds.cornell.edu and search for owls. 
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OMLFAQT~ 
FEATHER TUFTS VERSUS REAL EARS 
What appear to be ears are merely tufts of feathers. The actual 
ear openmg IS on the side of the head, well below the tufts 
Un1que to owls, the ear holes are not even, with one slightly 
h1gher than the other Sound reaches the ears at separate times. 
"Th1s allows the brain to find the exact locat1on of prey by the 
microsecond d1fference 1n rece1v1ng sound," says Harr. The offset 
ears are most pronounced in n1ght hunting owls, when an owl 
positions the head so sound reaches both ears simul taneously, 
1ts prey is lined up w1th 1ts face. 
SATELLITE DISH-SHAPED HEAD 
The d1stmct1ve disk-shaped face has purpose. Bowl-shaped 
feathers collect and focus sound to aid hearing, much like a 
satellite d1sh collects and concen trates telev1s1on signals. 
GREAT EYES AND NECK 
Overs1zed owl eyes are so large they cannot move in the eye 
socket. Humans can roll their eyes, a tnck an owl cannot do. 
Unl1ke most b~rds, both eyes face forward, not set on the s1des 
of the head. Lack1ng eye movement, their neck compensates, 
able to rotate each way 180 degrees for nearly a 360 degree 
f1eld Of VISIOn . 
GREAT MOUSE CHASE 
One owl can eat nearly 80 pounds of m1ce a year-that's nearly 
13,000 mice over 10 years. 
STEALTH AIRCRAFT 
A spec1al feather design el1m1nates the whistling sound of air 
passmg over the wing so they can fly in complete silence 
BEFORE Y C - ILD 
Read OWL MOON, the story of a father who takes his young 
daughter owlmg-callmg for great horned owls 1n the night 
The trees stand still as statues and the world is si lent as a dream. 
Whoo-whoo whooo, the father calls to the mysterious n1ghttime bird. 
D1stmgu1shed author Jane Yolen has created a gentle, 
poet1c story that lovingly depicts the speCial companionship 
of a young chi ld and her father, as well as humankmd s close 
relationship to the natural world. Wonderfully complemen ted by 
John Schoenherr's award-winning, soft watercolor Illustrations, 
this IS a verbal and visual treasure. 
Snuggle up inside and read Owl Moon, then bundle up and 
head outs1de to try to call owls yourself Check your local library, 
favorite bookseller or order online ISBN 978-0399214578 
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Winter Readers 
Cozy up with these books that inspire all to get outside. "11 ' 
(lnonf'a How· Tl,o /Inn.-~ '-··'(J o: .. , ... & Its Peor'e 
"The river, like a keen memory, carries a record of the past," says author David 
Faldet, drawing upon his 40 years in the Upper Iowa River basin. In thi~ peaceful 
and inspiring book, Faldet tells the river story as it flows through land and people, 
holding true to Aldo Leopold's concept of land as a community where water, people 
and soil play interactive parts. 
The book "gathers stones small and large-like river tributaries-to form a great. 
flowing whole. a deep. curving story of an entire watershed and thos( \\·ho hav<> called it 
home. Tributaries and stones: Spring Creek. ~outh Pine, Coldwater Cave, Canoe Creek. 
prairie fires. rural electrification. Ho-Chunk ways, PCBs, brook trout and famli} tales all 
contribute to this narrative, so much like the Upper Iowa m full summer flow," says Drake 
Hokanson. director for Mississippi River Studies at Winona State Univ<.>rsity. 
Faldet, a professor of English at Luther College in Decorah, blends contemporary 
conversations, readings from historical records, environmental research and 
personal experience.., to show that the health of the river is best guaranteed by 
maintaining the btological communities that nurture it. In return. laking care 
of the Upper Iowa is the best way to take care of our future. 
Available at bookstores or The University of Iowa Press. 1-800-621 -2736 
or www.uiowapress.org. 256 pages. $27.50 paper, ISBN 1-58729-780-9 
I ,. ..,. A :lC 
A perfect book for youngsters aged 4-7. join a boy and his dog as they use their senses 
to identify seven common trees in a snow-covNecl forest Lyrical text and mlricate 
Illustrations make tree identification easy even in wmter. when only bare branches 
stand like skeletons agam~t the sky. This book will inspire youngsters to get outside 
and relish Iowa's northern, winter climate Includes information about tree ltfe cycles 
.... 
Written by Carole Gerber, Charlesbridge Publishing. Ages 4-7. ISBN 978-1-58089-168-4 
S 15.95 hardcover, $6.95 paperback. 32 pages. www.charlesbridge.com or 800-225-3214 
... rnour in the \!11-cds 
Readers are taken on a beautiful photographic journey deep into the autumn woods 
as forest animals get ready for the year's first winter storm. They hear the cries 
from the great gray owl who came down from the far north carrytng the warning, 
"Winter is coming early this year! Prepare." 
From the very first page, readers will be fascinated by the exquisite photographs 
of wildlife amid a background of vibrant autumn reds and golds Will the animals 
be ready for the cold, hard winter to come? 
The story is as enchanting as the captivating images. Gentle lessons of nature 
are immersed in a story perfect for children ol all ages. "Fall is the season of 
change," explains co-author Jean Stoick, a former middle school art teacher. 
"We wanted to show how each creature prepares for the winter season in their 
own way. The} must each follow their own heartsong ... 
First Snow m the Woods is the third in a series by the authors, who self-published 
their first book, Stranger m the Woods, a #1 New York Times best seller that sold over 1.5 
million copies. Their second book, Lost in the Woods, has sold more than 300,000 copies. 
The couple has won dozens of awards fo r both their books and the companion movies. 
Story and photos by Carl R. Sams II and Jean Stoick. Hardcover $19.95. 46 pages. 
1-800-552-1867 or www.carlsams.com. ISBN 978-0-9770108-6-8. 
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BYTIM LANE 
Last August I was dnvmg along, contemplating the topic for thts 
arttcle, and finally dectded it was t1me to do an ode to cold. Within two 
mmutes I heard of an upcoming interv1ew wtth an author about h1s new 
book . ."Cold.n I took th1s as an affirmation, if not from on high, at least from 
Iowa Public Radio. 
In an effort to encourage outdoor excurs1ons m January and February, 
I was go1ng to pay tribute to the noble, yet ma ligned aspects of colder 
temperatures Author Bill Steever beat me to the punch. In fact, he landed 
304 pages on me before I even knew the bell had rung. 
The book exammes the lower temperatures and research that embrace 
1 cold subjects like a snowfall covers a field. As one rev1ewer sa1d, 'Cold"1s 
"a love song to sctence and scientists, to Earth and everythmg that lives on 
and flies over and tunnels under it. It's imposs1ble to read the book and not 
fully realize that our planet must be protected:' 
My ongmal arttcle was to cover my studies 1n th1s field. Like when I stuck 
a hand out the wmdow of my car travelmg 70 miles an hour m temperatures 
well below freezmg to test those warnings about wmd chill and the quality 
of skt gloves versus mittens My art1cle was to share the harrowmg yet awe-
mspiring Christmas Eve spent stranded at the "Boondocks Corner· of 1-35 as 
the wmds and temperature combmed to reach 99 degrees below zero. W1th 
my car backed up to a snowdnft the s1ze of a barn, I had a front seat to the 
raw naked power of nature gone wild. 
The g1st of my pomt was to encourage Iowans to fight the urge to 
hibernate and don the appropriate fibers w1th the appropriate number 
of layers and venture out to behold the beauty of nature If one was to 
create an analogy regarding my outline compared to Steever's tnbute, I am 
I afra1d 1t was akm to Captain and Tenn1lle's contributions to class1cal mus1c compared to Beethoven's 
But m Steever's book we learn that cold created glaciers and glaciers 
built our landscape Cold drove migration of both animals and humans. 
Refrigeration made Iowa's large-scale dairy farmmg v1able Air-conditioning 
made Iowa more livable. Cold checked the spread of certam d1seases and 
pests in winter. I wanted to mention how long cold snaps could kill red bark I beetles and-provmg Smokey wrong-prevent forest f1res 
That was my origmal plan Hype up cold and then encourage you to 
sally forth and enJOY your neighborhood, your parks and all Iowa all the 
t1me. On that August day, one that was cooler than most, I sh1fted gears. 
My new plan 1s to suggest you read "Cold" and then set out to enJOY Iowa 
no matter what the calendar or thermostat says. 
'Cold has gotten a bad rap, but m my expenence, cold helps you feel alive. 
You walk outs1de on a brisk day, and there's nothing like a breath of fresh a1r. 
Suddenly you're awake. It's better than coffee. It's JUSt great." -Bill Steever 
Tim Lane is thr fitness consultant with thr lotm Department of Public 
Health. A marathoner. former director of tltr National Skt Patrol. 
climber and 1•ollryball coach, he has cycled ar.ross Amenca once and 
Iowa 25 times Jlr's a regular on RAGHR11l. Tim also helped design 
and promotes l.1\ 1 II1·allhy Iowa. 
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chitJren 's nature questions 
BY A JAY WINTER 
A. jay Winter educates up to 20,000 Iowa clzzldren 
each year as the DNR's training speczalzst at 
the Springbrook Conservatzon Education Center 
BELLE IN PERRY ASKS ... 
"What do snakes do in the winter?" 
Snakes. being cold-blooded. rely on their surroundings to regulate body lt•mpl'rature. Like other ectothermic 
anunals, they bask in the sun to warm up. seek shade or 
water to cool down. So, when cond1tions are not conductv<' 
for temperature regulation. they brumate 
Make sure to explatn to your child the difference 
between hibernation and brumation. While h1bt:rnators 
and brumator" both t•xpt rit nn. lower body temperatures, 
metabolic rate and brl'athin~. brumators do not ~le<'p tlw 
sea..,on away or rely on t•rwrgy re..,erves. Brumators actually 
arc alert-albeit sluggi .... h-and may move around and drink. 
~nakes must brumatt• below the frost hne to avoid 
freezmg. If not. 1ce cry~tals could form in their bod~. 
n•sultmg in death, atTording to Jeff LeClere. an amphibian 
and reptile specialist with the 1\linnesota DNR and author 
of the onhne "F 1eld Guide to Amphibians and Reptiles 
of Iowa. Smce snakl'.., can't burrow. they search out 
existing hibcrnaculum ..... For ..,ome, like nulk snakl•s 
and rattlesnakes. that nwan.., deep crevices in rocky 
outcroppings for otlwr .... like garter and bull snakes, 
that means animal burrows, abandoned wells and raves 
These locales can harbor a single snake. or thousands. 
Cold-blooded not wtthstandmg, snakes have no cho1cP 
but to brumate Wintt·r rt·mov(•s t he1r favorite food 
sources-mice, earth\\orm..,, fish. frogs and insects. 
Even lf food w(•re available, digestion is impossiblt' bt•cause 
metabolism is virtually halted Thus. food m the stomach 
would rot-with latal ronst·qul'nrcs. Snakes will oltcn quit 
eating a couple wet•ks to a month prior to brumation. 
Never fear. though Onre tt>mperatures rise in thP 
spnng, these beneficial pt'st Paling 
reptiles will return .I ust makt• 
..,ure to give them a "brakt•" 
wh<'n you're mowing. 
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The "MPEMBA EFFECT" is the name for the phrnomenon 
of hot wate r freezing faster than cold water. This myth first 
made a splash during the timr of Aristotle and since then 
scientists have been trying to prove if this theory holds 
water or if it is all wet. It would appear that this myth boils 
down to the volume of water used in experimentation. 
If you place equal volumes of hot and cold water side-by-
s ide in a freezer. the hot water will evaporate faster and the 1 
initial volume will be reduced through steam. Through this 
bas ic water cycle process, the water placed in the freezer 
at a higher tempe rature will freeze first, because the lesser 
the mass. the shor ter the freezing time. While 1t is true 
the hotter water will freeze first. the colder water will yield 
more ice due to less evaporative loss. 
Therefore, because of the process of evaporation, th is 
experiment does not compare equal volumes. If you were to 
make adjus tments and increase the volume of thr hot water to 
allow for the loss of volume through evaporation, the colder 
water would freeze firs t because it would take less time for the 
colder water to reach freezing temperatures. 
So, the answer to the myth of hot water freezing faster 
than cold water is not crystal clear, or according to Mary 
Hall Reno, Professor and Chair of the Department of Physics 
and Astronomy at The University of Iowa. "It's complicated." 
------ -- -.- -----+ GOT A QUESTION? Send to: ASKTHEEXPERTS@DNR.IOWA.GOV ~----- ---... 
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TIPS, TRICKS AND MUST-KNOWS TO ENHANCE YOUR OUTDOOR FUN 
If a winter thaw has you wanting to ride, install 
fenders to reduce salt and sand from being 
thrown by the tires onto the chain. After riding, 
use a hand-held chain c leaner or rag and 
degreascr to c lean and lubricate the cha in. Cold 
temps can sap tire pressure and lead to "pinch 
flats" when an undcrinflated tube gets crimped 
by the rim. Ensure tires are innated before a 
ride and a lways wear a helmet. 
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SPICE UP YOUR 
ICE FISHING BAIT 
When fish get a case of lockjav .. , try adding a little spice 
to your presentation . Add a few dashes of garlic powder 
(not garltc salt) to you waxworm tub. The added flavor 
will often entice fish to take the bait. 
Call of 
the Wild 
Try cal,ing a small owl 
species first before 
1ssuing a hoot of a 
larger owl species. 
Calling the large owl 
first may intimidate 
smaller owls from 
returning your call. 
To learn more about 
owls see page 8. 
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Find a volunteer project or post your own event 
at www.keepersoftheland.org or call 515-281 -0878. 
HELP H ROES HUNT 
TRENT WRIGHT, HUMBOLDT 
Air Force vet creates accessible hunting preserve for disabled military veterans 
Trenr Wnqht hadn't owned h1s 35 acres northeast o' HL.rr>boldt lonq before he knew exactly 
what he wanted to do With the and-he wanted to g1ve back to those who had g1ven so 
much to the1r country. Wnght. who served 16 years m the US. A1r Force, enVISIOned a hunting 
parad1se des1gned JUSt for d1sabled military veterans. He set to work, pay1ng for most of the 
proJect's first phase out of h1s own pocket. In JUSt a few months, he and a fr1end had created 
275 yards of level tra1l that allowed veterans us1ng wheelchairs, canes, prosthetics or other 
assistance a chance to walk through the woods. Then there's the ra1sed and heated blind for 
huntmg deer, turkey and coyote. Ret1red Manne Lance Cpl. Joel Klobnak used that blind to 
hunt deer last wmter "When people do things for you like th1s, 1t proves to yoJ that you are still 
normal, there's hfe beyond your inJury These ittle th1ngs q1ve you hope, says Klobnak Anyone 
who woJid trmk of domg th1s has heart." Smce Wnght opened the Era bled Vt.>terans Nature 
fra l1n September 2008, he has planted more than 2,000 trees and shrubs ana food plots for 
pheasants Wnqht IS contmJ f'lQ to build the trail extendmg It to be a m1le and c1 half lo'1g-
a'1d creaung new hunt1rq opoortun t es, work1ng w1th part'lers hke Preasa"lts f-orever and 
ocallandowne•c; "lt'c; a gooa th1ng to do for all the qo ' ., 'r j d IS 
0'1e (vete•ar hunt) and It's worth t" More info at www.enabledveteransoutdoors.org 
0 GREEN 
MEREDITH CORPORATION, DES MOINES 
Making better homes with energy efficiency for low-income neighbors 
One of Des Momes' oldest ne1qrborhoodc; saved some green last fa I, thanks to avo unteer euort by 
Meredith Corpora£1on and Rebuild nq Together About 300 Meredith employees helped Jround 40 
homes in the Capitol East ne1ghborhood be more energy efficient at the October event. Volunteers 
from the publishing and med1a g1ant helped homeowners make simple changec; to c;ave energy c1nd 
money, like caulkmg, weiltherstr ppir'Q. recycliPg appliances and 1nsulat1ng w<'.lter p1pes. Education 
was a part of the day, too, as volunteerc; ')et .1p free energy audits througt1 M1dAmencan Energy. 
The team of volunteers illso imtalled playqrourd equ•pment at Ashfield Park "'t's bour'd to be a 
wonderful thmg says t>.Jadu'e l .. oqate of the ( apnol East Neighborhood A<,sOclat on "It prov1ded 
ar opportunity for homeowPE~·c; to get a 1ttle bit of help with the1r home's energy effie e'1c y W'l le 
thiS IS the seventr year fvlered th has worked w1th Rebu1ldmg Togetber, a rauona organ zat on that 
re1ps low-1ncofT'Ie romeowners throJqh 'I0'11e renovation and repa1r th1s s J.JSt t.,e secord yea• fo• 
tl'le Wlntenzauon proJect. "Meredith 1s alwayc; ook1ng for ways to be '110<e qree'1, a'ld th1s proJeCt 
really h1ts homeowners 1n tre poe J<E.'tbook too" ~dys L1z Cox, who c oordwates the voiJflteer day for 
Meredith Tre prOJE'C t l'i a pa•trerc;h1p between Meredith. t'le Capitol rast Ne~qhborhood As soc .atlon, 
Rebuolding TogethPr, the Uty of Des Momec; ard tl'le ~es Mo1nes Police Department 
ER WATER TAKES FLIGHT 
BRUCE VOIGTS, CLARION 
Wright County teacher takes to the skies and streams to help water quality 
Bruce Vo1gts may be the eye in the sky for water qual1ty 1n Wr1ght County, but he's not afra1d 
to get h1s boots dirty m the field, either. Dunng the B1g Wall Lake restoration, Vo1gts, a l1censed 
pilot for 30 years, flew over the marsh weekly. "When I'd go up, I'd take a few pictures and send 
them to the DNR;'Vo1gts says. "I liked to see the progress1on of the prOJect" He Witnessed each 
renovat1on step, from dropp1ng water levels and the lake drymg out, to plantc; re-emerging 
and the lake refilling "The photos were pretty cntical n helping evaluate how the drawdown 
process was gomg." c;ayc; Doug Janke, the DNR biologist that worked or' the renovation "Plus. 
1t's JJSt the fact tl'lat somebody would be Interested to do th1~ on the1r own t1me W1th the1r 
own money"Vo1gts develops grants for water quality proJects, momtors c;trenms, checks out 
areas of water quality concern afld serves as an ass1stant sod and wt~ter conservation d1stnct 
commiSSIOner, all on h sown vme. That's 1n addition to teachmg SCience at Oat~on-Goldfield 
H1qh School, where h1s stude"lts draw water samples and search for aquatiC 1fe m a stream 
near scnool "f-IE' probably does the most extens ve classroom monlto<~nq of dny teachers m 
tre area; says C orr1e Roys, Wnght County D1str1ct Conservati0'1 st "!-Jes so ded cated He rea ly 
wa"lt<; to see t->ab1tat restored and water quality cleared up. 
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DNR fisheries management 
biologist Mark Flammang of 
Albia walks with daughter 
Addy, 9, while pulling Zadie 
Hoff, 4, of Des Moines on an 
ICe fishing expedition. 
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A winter weekend at Honey Creek Resort State Park 1 
is as relaxing as a summer one: 
I! zsn, Jtt11 ~a a wJttJ c ttJt tJ c 1 illi zg. 
'' The thing about ice fishing is that it's about the 
cheapest kind of fishing there is," says Mark 
Flammang, DNR fisheries management biologist, as he 
walks across frozen Rathbun Lake. His words turn to 
smoke in the January morning air. his compact body 
easily hauling a sled filled with the few tools uf the sport. 
"You need a bucket, a couple of rods and a hand 
auger," he smiles from under a thick Carhartt ski hat. 
"That's about it." 
Iowa's second-largest lake is a vast sheet of white in 
winter-11.000 acres of glittering snow and icc. Save 
for a few all-terrain vehicles zipping between miniature 
warming tents-"Any luck?" being the standard greeting 
for anglers-there is nothing but faint wind, echomg 
quiet and a passel of sluggish fish belo'A the surface 
waiting for the frying pan 
For those visitors who have never ventured out on ice 
before, Honey Creek Resort State Park is a good place 
to do it. The whole purpose of the DNR's state-funded 
wonderland is to be the easiest entry point into deep nature 
for Iowans. Resort interpreters guide guests to the winter 
woods and frozen water, through hikes, crafts. snowshoe 
or cross-country sk1 runs, snowmobiling, sled outings, 1ce-
skating or, like Flammang's morning activity, ice fishing. 
It's a good-looking time in southern Iowa farm 
country, too Trees dressed in fine coats of snow 
surround the Jake like tassels on a wh1te afghan. When 
the sun's out. ever}' thing sparkles as ice anglers set 
up weekc nd encampments. Their choices are far from 
random-travelers can ask at any neighborhood bait 
shop where the sweet spots for fish are. says Flammang. 
The resort looms large on shore. Its beauty is in the 
details. The stone, wood and stamed-glass windows, 
many of which represent Iowa-native prairie flowers, help 
it fit in among the white plains of isolated countryside 
95 miles southeast of Des Moines Rathbun Lake is 
surrounded bv sleepy small towns that haven't yet 
caught up to the development. and the world is silent 
even on a w1nter drive, with aft'\\" pick-up trucks ambling 
slowly along as the only signs of humanity. 
LIFE ON THE Lf u.-
Flammang and his nine-year-old daughter, Addy, huff 
across Rathbun Lake, studying native gizzard shad that 
seem to have been caught off guard by the weather. 
Se-vt'ral a1 c· suspended. frozen in the surface ice, making 
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the walk across the water even more ~urreal 
"I see one. Dad!" Addy calls. Flammang walks over. then 
squats to examine it with her. Just about everything in this lake 
eats gizzard shad Th1s is about as far north as you find the fair 
weather fish. and deep winter throws them for a loop. For this 
I lake, the evidence of plentiful shad is a good sign for anglers. 
Crappie are the usual goal for Rathbun's 1ce fishing 
crowd In the summer. fishing boats may be rented from 
Buck Creek t\larina near the dam. The resort's docks are 
impressi\e, with several slips and ample ~pace for boats 
of all s1zes and personal watercraft. Opposite the docks a 
fish-cleaning stat1on and fishing pier to help families get 
out on the water without a boat. 
I But on this winter morning, about a dozen or so people 
have gathered in simple warming tents or on overturned 
buckets, hoping to snag panfish for dinner without the 
fancy deta1ls 
"No matter what the season is, Rathbun is known 
throughout the Mid""est as a crappH fishing destination," 
says Flammang. 
It's his business to know. He oversees the management 
of the fish populations at Rathbun Lake. which include 
channel cat and white bass in spring and fal l. And don't 
forget the walleye. "The thing about Rathbun walleye is 
that they tend to be very nice-sized," he says. 'These are 
fish people arc gomg to remember" 
For walleye fry, life begins at the Rathbun Fish 
Hatcheq, under the careful watch of the hatchery 
staff. It's also designated the state's main catfish 
hatchery, producing 80 million eggs ever} year. The fish 
hatchery is open to the public year-round. and though 
the operation is quiet in winter, a wall aquarium, small 
theater, visitor center and video about the facility in the 
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tank room still provide a nice break from the cold. 
A ~tate-record musk1e mounted on the wall. caught in 
~p1rit Lake and weigh1ng 50-plu~ pounds. provides a little 
f1shmg Incentive. too. 
OINu ABIN FE 
On a drive from the fish hatchery. visitors cross the 
massive dam. created when the Army Corps of Engineers 
backed up the Chariton River for flood control in 1971 
(Richard Nixon v.as the keynote speaker.) Sparse 
traffic makes it a pleasant drive. interrupted only by the 
occasional gawker haphazardly pulled over to watch one 
of the many wintering eagles 
Back at the resort, park staff lead hikes around the 
surrounding grounds. including a 3.5-mile nature trail 
that is home to a remnant of native prairie Even in 
winter. the Indian grass and switchgrass wave 111 the 
wind . At the 850-acre Hone~ lt eek State Park. about an 
eight-minute drive away, the tratlleads past 14 Woodland 
Indian burial mounds. 
"We walked out into the prairie last night and d1d -:;ome 
ov.l calls," says Angie Platner. a 38-year-old mother of two 
from Norwalk doing staff led snowflake crafts w1th her 
kids at the lodge She cups her hand and blows through 
it. an Imitation of what the park mterpreter taught her 
family last night. 
"Our guide was very good at involving my daughter-
she got to lead the famil} out there It was just so quiet. 
Being from in-town, the stllln<·ss \\as magntfied " 
Earlier in the day. Platner and her husband pulled the kids 
arou nd the resort on a sled Later, they're going ice skating 
near the boat ramp. ''For us. it's not only about having the 
resort activities," she says, "it's about the outdoors. too." 
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Though the sheet of ice that is 
Rathbun Lake in winter may look 
uniform on the surface, the U.S. 
Army Corps of Engineers shows the 
man-made habitat of the lake that 
fish love best on their website, www. 
nwk.usace.army.mil/ ra/Fishing.dm, 
which includes CPS coordinates. 
* HO~EY CA£EK R£SOIIT STATE PARK 
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The one- to four-bedroom cabins arc clestgned for 
snuggling in for a warm winter's nap, each built like a 
miniature condominium complete with gas fireplace-a 
rarity in Iowa cabin stock. Spring brings the prairie flowers, 
and some of the cabins sit right on the main interpretive 
trail, where a snowshoe hike takes travelers past ancient 
farm fenccposts crooking out of high- and lowland forest. 
As the hills head toward the lake, the draws fortify a 
diversity of wildlife through the seasons Deer, raccoon 
and turkey arc jotned by songbirds and other seasonal 
migrators such as pelicans. On one mtd winter hike, a 
coyote jogged across The Preserve 18-hole golf course. 
"This is similar to what the settlers saw," says Mike 
Godby, park manager. "We're getting animals in one area 
that go for prairies, animals that live in the woodlands 
and animals that are edge-dwellers It's the whole array in 
one compact place " 
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The tcefishing crowd tend" to stop in for a warm-up in 
the Lakeshore Bar and Grille, maybe for a nip of Io""a's 
own Templeton Rye The bar is a mix of locals and guests. 
and you get the feeling both are glad to see each other. 
Guests on one january night are simply happy to be 
here-and the locals of the small-town southern Iowa 
farm country are grateful for new jobs and the faith 
visttors have shown in the blossoming resort. 
"It's gorgeous," says Marlyn Robinson of Moravia, 
dining tn the restaurant with her grandkids. "I like the fact 
that they left the trees and they left the landscape intact. 
"I was here when Rathbun Lake was built and dedtcated. 
My husband helped build the dam ... ! think it's improved 
the economy a lot. My family used to camp out here-this 
place has always taught my kids about the environment." 
And with the addition of the resort, it continues that 
traditton, all year long .8! 
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RESORT Guided nature activities 
help novices learn how to get 
outside and appreciate the 
outdoors. From bird identification, 
night htkes and ranger-led walks 
to cooking classes and fly-fishing 
instruction, use these myriad of 
topics as your entry point into the 
outdoor world. Call the resort for 
event schedules at 1-877-677-3344 
or visit www.honeycreekresort.com . 
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HATEVER YOU CALL THEM, THEY HAD 
0 THINGS IN COMMON. THEY HELPED 
PEN THE FRONTIER ... AND THEY LOAD 
ROM THE MUZZLE. 
uzzleloading rifles underwent dramatic 
improvement from early Pilgrim fowling 
pieces to Revolutionar y War muskets, to the 
mountain man's long rifle before giving way 
load firearms and magazines. Give a soldier or 
........ ," "''"a" a choice and he'd hand over that single shot 
for multi-shot capability. 
nw.r:>v~>r, after loitering in the background for decades, 
loaders saw a resurgence in popularity in tl-te 1960s 
1970s. Outdoorsmen and women opted for historical 
"""'"'"'" '"nt, fur traders' rendezvous and military camps. 
tools were authentic , right down to the curly leaf 
stock, the powder flask and the molded lead balls. 
u.-,,.- days, another muzzleloader revolution is upon us 
bore. ' Inline' is the catch word. Disc ignition, breech 
ng and other features mean modern muzzleloaders 
more accurate and simpler to load and care for. helping 
uce a new generation to the sport. With the rush 
shoot or hunt with these modern marvels. it raises 
a question: are we forsaking our heritage or embracing the 
past with a 21st century twist? 
To an untrained eye, most firearms at the Iowa State 
Black Powder Federation State Shoot look much the same. 
Long and slender, sturdy and heavy, they are a combination 
of tempered iron and polished wood. They usually have a 
distinctive hammer and ignition system, creating a belch 
of flame as the powder charge propels a lead ball toward 
a target. Ye t these firearms are as diverse as the time 
periods they ruled. If this was a car show, you'd be looking 
at everything from a Model T to a '67 Barracuda. 
Many shooters bring a variety of rifles. There arc 
different competitions. Maybe someone's interested in 
buying one. Or maybe you just want to get it out and 
have fun shooting a replica of American history. Replica? 
Sounds a little "cheap," but these are no knockoff 
products. They are re-creations. many built from kits or 
hand-made. 
"You take a big block of wood and just start carving 
away whatever doesn't look like 
a gun," jokes Leon Curran, who 
bought his first muzzleloader 
in 1975 and enjoyed years of 
shootmg It-hunting. too. 
About 14 years ago. he 
started bu1lding them It's a 
deliberate process. Curran, 
of Oxford, has in mind what 
it will look like. Still, as he 
chips away and pieces things 
together, he has to decide if he 
is going to need those parts two 
steps down the road "It takes 
me almost two yean; to build 
one," says Curran "I work two 
hours here, two hours there. 
Sometimes, I stand and look at 
it for 20 minutes, to remember 
just where I left off." 
Alter a competition round, 
Jim Jaskoviak of Charles City 
steps back to clean his 1760s look-alike Now retired. he 
hits the circuit. traveling to shoots across the country 
In addition to h1s shooting box. itself expertly crafted. to 
hold all hts supplies. Jaskoviak totes a diary with details 
of his shoots-what loads worked best in which firearm. 
Targets and photos are tucked in to the handwritten pages. 
"I love the traditional guns and a place to use them," says 
Jaskoviak ''I'm not necessarily here for the competition." 
Flash forward to the modern muzzleloader On a 
subzero January morning. a lone hunter takes a reading on 
his hand-held rangefinder. Setting it down. he brings the 
composite stock of his inline muzzleloader to his shoulder 
He studies the buck in the crosshairs of his 3x9 scope 
Releasing the double safety. he squeezes 
the trigger. The hammer strikes 
the no. 209 primer, creating 
a spark to ignite two 50-grain 
Pyrodex powder pellets. The 
explosion hurtles a spinning. 
plastic-lined bullet down the 
turn-tn-28-inches-twist rifled 
barrel at 1,900 feet per second. 
The buck drops at 150 yards. 
That night, the hunter breaks 
clown his modern muzzleloader 
to clean it in just minutes. 
Modern muzzleloading 
firearms and the ammunition. 
supplies and accessories that 
accompany them have changed 
the industry. When the modern 
era took off in the 1980s, there 
were about 1 million shooters. 
Today, some estimate it 
approaches 4 million. 
Th at surge is fueled by 
advances in the industry and by more whitetail deer. 
"l\lualeloaders today, \\ ith the powder. the bullets. 
you're looking at a 200-yard gun That's certainly better 
than a shotgun (range)," points out Larry Kauffman. 
a lifelong hunter from Kalona. He not on ly has hunted 
with muzzleloaders, he se ll s them, too, worki ng part-
time at Iowa City's Fin & Feather Outdoor Store. 
"Black powder fouls barrels really bad. Fire it a few 
times and you couldn't reload," recalls Kauffman of the 
downs1de of old muzzleloaders "Clean it in a bucket of 
hot. "oapy water and it smelled like rotten eggs. It took a 
half hour, minimum. to clean them.'' Often, guns would go 
uncleaned season to season: too much trouble. Eventually, 
owners brought them in, seeking to trade up. "They ,., ........ 
worth 10 cents. They were sol id rust inside." 
Pyrodex powder-and now pellets-eased the fouling and 
Un smell problems. but it wasn't as reliable to ignite. 1 ~y those pellets have a few grains of hot-igniting &. powder on the 'spark' end to ensure that n <><o .. lu 
lEST every shot is true Other innovations followed: solvents to ease cleaning: composite stocks to cut weight; breech unloading; and disc systems. 
TUNIT•y Oh, and the deer? The increase in deer populations in and much of orth America means more hunters vying more hunting days. That's met nicely by ·~····-·.;. 
early and late muzzleloader seasons. Legal 
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the traditional shotgun seasons anyway, 1,500 
muzzle loaders got their own season in 1984. In 
OWA'' 1986, an earlier season was established. The I of 500 tag holders grcv .. to 7,500 in 2000. In the meantim~ the late muzzleloader season took off. In 2009, those 7 tags sold out in less than eight days. 
Muzzleloader hunting is big business. Those buying 
at least one Iowa tag climbrd from a few thousand, 
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maybe 10,000. in the '1980s to 25,435 in 2001 and 35,371 
las t season. That late muzzleloader tag is legal for a late 
bow-killed deer and some hunters use it. Most, though, 
like the challenge of sitting on a wind-whipped january 
fence line with their single shot 50-caliber, waiting until 
those shadows of dusk when shotgun-wary whitetails poke 
their noses out for an evening meal. 
"It's abso lutely the easiest opportunity to kill a trophy 
buck in Iowa," proclaims Kauffman. "Give me a quality 
scope on a muzzleloader in the late season over a good 
food plot. I'd be shooting from a blind or a shooting house. 
That's whe n the odds are best for killing a good buck " 
Other than Iowa's bow season, late muzzleloaders 
have the longest season, too, for waiting out that buck or 
maybe a doe or two to reduce the area population. "Some 
farmers will let one or two muzzleloader hunters on their 
land, but not a party of shotgun hunters," says Kauffman. 
"Particularly if they are willing to shoot does." 
A lot of hunters in the shotgun seasons prefer toting 
.. smokepoles" wh ile their hunting mates go with semi-
matic 12- or 20-gauge models. With improvements in 
scopes. rifling, powders and sabots, they can really reach 
"You're approaching a 200-yard (accurate) shot. That's 
ly better than shotgun range," he says. 
As long as the deer herd holds up and muzzleloader 
are available, muzzleloading conditions will get better. 
The mode rn age has just begun. 8 
MOVEMENT 
WARDDTS 
The explosion-pardon the pun-in muzzleloader popularity over 
quarter centu ry has its roots in Centerville. 
In the 1980s, Tony Kn1ght looked at the s1dehammer ignition 
!r6t1em on the few trad1t1onal muzzleloaders available. They used 
~"-u"sion cap or even a flint to spark the powder charge. most 
time. Hangfires and no fires were always a possibility The 
were also messy and time consuming to clean. That's 
L"'•A end of the world if you were competition shootmg or JUSt 
g around with targets. Bad news, though, if you were among 
AI'.C)Wiing number of one-shot deer hunters. 
added an ignition nipple on which a no. 209 shotgun 
could be placed. He set the ignition system behmd the charge. 
design sent the spark straight down to the powder to touch 
.'('h;ur•P- and a 25-year sales surge of modern day muskets. 
muzzleloaders of the day had a "turn in 48 twist." 
ne;11m the barrel rifling wou ld rotate the lead bali m 48 
t:.-·d•most one revolution on its exit from the barrel. Knight 
"''u•n with suppl ier Green Mountain Arms for a "turn in 32" and 
a uturn in 28" twist . Much like a tight spiral in a football pass, 
traveled faster and more accurately. 
Knight featured a tngger-and-bolt assembly that could be 
disassembled for cleaning. With a better breech plug and a 
stock, the Kn1ght Rifle (the MK-85 came out m 1985) took 
ACUJstr·y by storm. Knight took the best of several worlds, rather 
ll·mtan•utacturing everythmg himself, notes former customer 
representative Lee Schwerdtfeger. "Your quality control is 
.-"" ... "you have the best stuff coming in to be assembled H 
W1th about 70 employees at Centerville headquarters, the race 
for customers was underway. Manufacturers pushed to have the 
next big feature. Breech unloading and eas1er cleanup could be 
done m mmutes. Smgle shot rifle sales were surgmg and Knight 
(Modern Muzzleloading, Inc.) led the way. 
In business, success is usually measured by how much 
everybody wants you. Kn1ght was sold to the Lotleys, then EBSCO 
Industries m the late 1990s. Manufacturing eventually moved to 
Alabama. But the battle to be the best and newest contmued. 
In June 2009, it was announced that Kn1ght would cease 
manufacturing, citing an overall industry downturn. The company 
still offers repair and warranty service through its website. 
Matchlock 
patch 
box 
•Jow match 
Percussoon Lock 
rear 
sight 
\ 
f ront ---
sight 
muzzle 
frizzen Parts of a Muzzleloading Flintlock Rifle 
breech 
striker 
set trigger 
(on some nOes) 
mounttng 
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\ 
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sight 
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ramrod 
Parts of an In-line 
Muzzleloader 
(often synthetic) 
~~~llet 
Pyrodex pellets (Conical 
(optional) Saboted: 
pyr-Ite or Belted) 
recoil pad 
Wheel Lock 
MUZZLELOADER EVOLUTION. Whereas pnm1t1ve nfles rely on 
percuss1on locks, wheel locks or matchlock 1gnit1on, modern firearms use 
a bolt to hammer down a cap or primer to touch off the charge-often in 
the form of Pyrodex pellets rather than loose powder A plastic-Jacketed 
bullet rather than a lead ball is shot through the nfled barrel to add spin 
for a truer shot 
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A UN/ instructor invents a new extreme 
s p or t in Cedar Fa I Is a n d in vi t e s every on e to g i v e it a try. 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY DAN WEEKS 
here it stands: a shimmering, crystal tower. 
A frozen waterfall. A spire of ice. 
That's if you look at it from the north side. 
From the south, it's just a grain silo. 
Eighty-five feet tall, built of concrete blocks with 
reinforcing steel hoops and a domed roof, it resembles 
any of tens of thousands of Midwestern feed towers-
except for the feathery blue-white ice on the shady side. 
The frozen water is four feet thick at the base , tapering 
off to just a trace at the tower's top. Its surface is roiled 
like whitewater. 
Today, the ice is this silo's reason for being. Like most 
such structures, this grain tower has outlived its original 
purpose. There are no animals left to feed here in this 
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barnyard of a rural Cedar Falls farm as the cattle and pig 
operations were shut down years ago. The grain raised 
here is now stored in low, tin-can-like corrugated metal 
bins. Other than for decorating the horizon, the silo is 
now useless. Or is it? 
One fall evening 10 years or so ago, Don Briggs, an 
instructor in physical education at the University of Northern 
Iowa, was plowing a cornfield for his friend Jim Budlong. 
Running back and forth in the tractor, he kept looking at 
the silo, lit bright orange by the setting sun. "You know, 
I bet I could climb that thing," he thought during one pass. 
Briggs is an experienced technical climber who has 
scaled mountain peaks on several continents. In the past, 
he occasionally lamented that the highest you cou ld get 
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An ice axe in each hand and crampons on her 
boots, Sarah Hoy, age 9, surveys her progress up 
the silo's sheer ice wall on a crystalline February 
day. ')P Belayers, each tethered to 
a robust metal stake m the frozen ground, crane 
their necks to watch thetr chmbmg partners 
ascend the silo. 
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This unused grain tower turns some of 
the world's most unlikely ice climbing 
terrain into a world-class challenge. "If 
you can climb here,· says Don Briggs, 
the inventor of silo ice climbing, •you 
can climb anywhere." 
Don Briggs sweeps up 
the 1ce chips dislodged by climbers' 
1ce axes and crampons during the 
day's dozens of ascents and rappels. 
A nearly 85-foot frozen waterfall 
climbs straight to the sky. The roiled 
texture of the ice offers climbers an 
infinite number of ways to get to the 
top; no two climbs are the same. 
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Don Briggs 
off the ground in Iowa was the top of a silo. He was about 
to turn that lament into a brainstorm. 
"It's going to get cold here pretty soon," he thought on 
his next pass with the tractor. 
"Hey!" he wondered. "What if we iced it down?" 
He called some friends in Ouray, Colo., an area that was 
then in the process of becoming what some call "the ice 
climbing capital of the world" in spite of its dry winters. 
Climbers "farm" ice by spraying down the sheer sides of a 
rocky canyon with sprinklers and climb on the result-with 
ice-gripping cramponed boots, ice axes and a lot of nerve. 
"They told me we needed two ingredients to farm ice," 
says Briggs. "Temperature and water. Well, we've got those." 
Briggs mentioned his idea to Budlong. "Yeah, lets get 
some hoses and try it!" was the farmer's response. Don 
rallied some others to help, including Bob Lee, who also 
teaches physical education at UNI. 
"One of Don's favorite phrases is 'Here's what we're 
gonna do,"' says Lee. "When he says that you want to 
turn and run, because you're about to be enlisted in some 
form of adventure. Briggs got me into rock climbing, then 
skydiving. When he started icing down silos, I thought 
'Briggsy, you're doing it to me again!'" 
Fast forward a decade. Up to 50 people a weekend 
now show up at a barnyard in rural Cedar Falls to climb 
some of the most difficult ice you'll find anywhere. Unlike 
frozen waterfalls and icy cliffs that generally have some 
,, . 
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slope, the silo goes straight up. Every inch of the climb 
is vertical, testing climber's technique, gear, strength, 
stamina, and nerve. 
"The first time I climbed a silo, I remembered it as 
being really tough," Briggs recalls. "I'd climbed natural 
icc before, and I got on this and I went 'Wow!' If you can 
climb a silo, you can climb almost anywhere." 
Briggs wasn't going to the trouble of hauling out hoses 
and spray heads in subfreezing weather, hoisting them 
several stories up in the air with a series of ropes and 
pulleys, and getting up in the middle of a winter's night to 
adjust their position so the ice would build just right purely 
for his own curiosity and entertainment. He envisioned 
adding ice climbing to UNI's outdoor recreation course 
offerings, and training a first crop of Iowa ice climbers how 
to hold their own with winter mountaineers anywhere-all 
without leaving their home state. 
And so he has. Briggs teaches a UNI phys ed course 
that covers basic ice climbing technique and equipment 
use. Class starts in the barnyard at the foot of the silo 
and goes up from there. One of the most important skills 
he teaches is belaying: every climber wears a safety 
harness fastened to a stout rope that runs through a 
pulley in the top of the silo and down to a belayer. The 
belayer is a climber's partner on the ground. His or her 
job is to keep the line taut and arrest it should a climber 
fall off the ice. Each belayer is in turn tied in to a stout 
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iron stake driven deep into the barnyard's hard packed 
soil, so a light person can belay a heavier climber without 
being hauled up the silo if the heavier partner falls. 
Briggs has rigged three belaying lines so that 
three climbers can ascend simultaneously, each following 
a different route up the ice. 
Eventually, Briggs accumulated enough climbing 
equipment and trained enough climbers and belayers 
that he was ab le to open silo climbing to the public. 
Now, for a modest $25 fee to cover the rental of 
climbing equipment, anyone with the inclination can 
show up at the ice climbing class' second location. 
That's at Rusty Leymaster's farm north of Cedar 
Falls between mid-December and late February, 
temperatures permitting. There, Don Briggs and 
his crew will teach you how to ice climb. It has to 
be the best and most exotic winter-rccrration dea l 
in Iowa-and a real thri ll to boot. 
First, visitors are ushered into the climber's lounge, 
a toasty, kerosene-heated shed just a few yards from the 
silo and equipped with snacks and lots of beat-up but 
comfy couches There, volunteers help you don stiff-soled 
ice climbing boots fitted with tempered-steel crampons, 
a nylon safety harness, a hard hat to protect against falling 
ice fragments, and a pair of radically-shaped ice axes that 
look like the pincers of an extremely large and aggressive 
insect. Clothes are your own responsibility: most climbers 
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Ice axes, crampon-equipped climbing 
boots and high-tensile nylon climbing 
lines are all provided, fitted, maintained, 
and deployed by Don Briggs and his fellow 
cl1mbing guides. All visiting climbers need 
to bring are warm weather clothing and 
a sense of adventure. 
outfit themselves with long underwear, a very warm parka, 
and a wind shell and wind pants. If it's cold on the ground. 
it's choose-your-expletive cold when you get above rooftop 
level and feel the full effect of the prairie wind. 
Then it's out to the silo. where your belayer will 
check your gear and clip you in to the climbing line 
Not only will your belaycr keep you from going "splat" 
if you start to fa ll, he or she also serves as your coach, 
advisor and lead cheerleader during your climb. (If you 
do come unstuck from the ice during your ascent, you 
may drop a foot or two before you hover in mid-air beside 
the silo. Then you can decide whether you want to get 
another purchase on the 1cc and climb on, or get lowered 
gracefully to the ground.) 
You use your ice axes to keep yourself vertical, but 
rely mostly on the power of your legs to push you up 
the ice-they're lots stronger than your arms, and tire 
less easi ly. You climb the icc like a ladder, looking for 
knobs and holes and ripples in the ice that can serve 
as a toe-hold or an ice-axe purchase. 
Every climb is different, because the ice changes 
shape and feel by the day, thanks to nightly spray-downs 
and changes in wind and temperature that shape the 
column. Cold ice is brittle, and shatters with a spray 
of fragments when struck with an ice axe. Closer to 
freezing, the ice is soft and "sticky." 
Cold or "warm," the icc is incredibly strong: you can hang 
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Climber Hannah Lang of Des Moines raises her ice axes 1n triumph after 
reaching the head of the silo's manufactured 1ce flow. No matter how 
many t1mes they ascend, climbers say, the rush of topping out never loses 
its thrill. OPPOSITE: A long way down: Eighty-five feet up and clinging to 
the side of a sheet of ice by a few spikes of tempered steel gives climbers I 
• 
a whole d1fferent perspective on their altitude. Climbing partners and 
spectators are reduced to brightly colored specks and shadows on the 
frozen barnyard. Climbers Sara Hoy and Omar Padilla take a break from 
climbing to watch others ascend. Jorge Padilla, a first-time climber, seems 
to lev1tate halfway up the tower as he contemplates where to plant the 
point of his ice axe before taking his next step . 
Climbs begin when temps are 
consistently below 26 degrees. 
Heated fac11ity g1ves climbers a 
place to gear up and relax with hot 
dnnks. Gear prov1ded. To arrange 
group climbs or check for climbing 
cond1t1ons call319-277-6426. 
Vis1t www.siloiceclimbing.com 
HOURS Saturday 8:00 a.m.-5:00p.m 
Sunday 11 :00 a m.-5:00 p.m. 
COST: Daily pass $25 
Student daily pass S 1 0 
Season pass S 150 
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a human body off a well-placed, 1/8" divot in the ice formed 
by an ice axe. ll takes a bit to trust the ice; to relax, look 
around fo r a good purchase, and kkk and pull your way up. 
As the ground recedes, you tend to focus with 
increas ing intensity on the ice, on where your next move 
will take you, on the encouraging voice of your be layer 
growing ever more distant and the whistle and roar of 
the wind growing gradually stronger. The challenge is 
as much mental as physical. 
Eighty-five feet may not seem that high, but the 
s ilo is as tall as a seven-story building. Out on the 
prairie, it's highe r than everything else: barns, trees, 
old windmi lls. Nearing the top, the upturned faces of 
fellow climbers watc hing your progress are jus t specks 
on the snow-covered barnyard. There's a view that 
sweeps to the horizon in every direction . The view, and 
the accomplis hment of attaining it can be quite a rush. 
Climbers raise their ice axes and cheer. 
"Growing up as a farm girl, I never expected to scale a 
silo," says Andi Vongert, a massage therapist from Bluegrass. 
"I skydive in the summer, and this is the same atmosphere: 
everyone wants to help everyone out, and when you do 
something good, they all cheer. They really want to see you 
succeed. And $25 for a day? You can't beat it!" 
Hannah Lang, an outdoor recreation and therapeutic 
recreation major at UNI, agrees. "You really focus. You're 
looking for that perfect spot to plant your axe. Your 
body movements become graceful, s mooth , purposefu l. I 
wouldn't say I love the cold, but out here you don't notice 
it. Wear enough layers, head back into the warming hut 
every once in a while for some hot coffee and cookies and 
you're good to go. 
"I really enjoy belaying," she continues. "You have a 
special connection with your climbing partner because 
you literally have their life in your hands. As a belayer, I 
offer e ncouragement and help spot footholds. Seeing your 
climber get to the top is as rewarding as getting there 
yourself. I've gotten a lot of thank-yous for encouraging 
someone to keep going. There's a real fee li ng of shared 
accomplishment here." 
You don 't have to be an adre naline junkie or even an 
athlete to enjoy ice climbing here: firs t-timers, while 
rarely reaching the top, typically make more progress 
than they expect, and rappel back down to terra firma 
elated. Farmer Rusty Leymaster 's 86-year-old fath er who 
grew up on this spread, suited up jus t for the heck of it 
last year. He made it halfway up the tower. He's coming 
back thi s season with reaching the top in mind. 
Sara Hoy, age nine, climbed past seve ral adu lts and 
reached the % mark on her fi rst day ice climbing. "I jus t 
lis tened to the belaye rs telling people to put the ir weight 
on the ir legs, not on their arms. I was pretty high. It 
wasn't scary." Any advice for other newbies? "Don't look 
down!" she says with a big grin. 8 
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GOING FOR THE LIMIT: With a good number of perch 
already in the bag, angler Jim Stegman of Spencer 
heads for h1s 25 perch hm1t at Spirit Lake. With an 
est1mated 2 million perch ready to hook, the lake's 
fishmg is the best smce record keeping began in 1957. 
With A New All-time Record, Biologists 
Predict Great Perch Fishing Ahead 
STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
t's the talk of anglers statewide. Spirit Lake perch fishing is on fire. Following last season's 
blockbuster action and record catch, the excitement isn't over yet. With the best of winter's 
ice fishing yet to come, biologists predict angler success will only improve. Last year's late 
season ice fishing was so fantastic that were the bite any hotter, it's likely the ice itself would 
ignite. 
While that las t s tatement may be a s tre tch, it is hard to exaggerate just how good the fishing is. 
He re are the facts. Spirit Lake anglers are enjoying the most extraordinar y perch fishing success 
s ince biologists began keeping records in 1957. During a 45-day period last winter, anglers harvested 
more than 114,000 yellow perch and released 300,000 back into the lake. Although we'll still have 
to wait a few more weeks to see, this year's catch may prove even larger. 
"Yellow perch are the literal lifeblood of Spi r it Lake's winter fishery and we're tru ly living in an 
exciting period of time," says DNR district fisheries biologist Mike Hawkins. "During the past two years, 
Spirit Lake has really become a phenomenal winter fishery and we've not had a previous ice season that 
even compares," says Hawkins. "The real story here is the incredible number of people catching an 
incredible number of fish. Our daily car counts have approached 500 vehicles and there have been more 
than 17,500 angler trips onto the ice for the season, which easily makes it the highest ice fishing effort 
ever recorded." 
That makes a unique fish ing situation. "Drive around out there and, in addition to the fishing, you'll 
see all kinds of people huddled together visiting, kids running around playing on the ice, all sorts 
of things. It's as if the lake is supporting a cu lture all its own. It's a really good thing to see," he says. 
Last season's DNR creel clerk interviews with nearly 2,000 anglers revealed that, on average, 
people caught more than 20 perch per trip, and took at least seven fish home. Perch become "angler 
acceptable" at around 7 inches in length and most of the fish being taken this season are somewhat 
larger, measuring from 8-plus to 11-inches. Extreme fish densities coupled with sky-high success rates 
are the perfect recipe for creating happy anglers, and fishing devotee Jay Cole is one. 
"It's been great," says Cole. "I didn't start fishing unti l early February [last winter], but once I got 
going, things really went well. I usually get on the ice around 9:30 or 10 in the morning and then fish 
'til noon. I just keep the good ones." He doesn't take home a limit every single day, but us ually ends 
up with at least 10 or 15 good fish to clean. 
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"I love catching perch and they taste great. It's just so 
great to be out here on the lake. Everything is beautiful 
at this time of the year," he says. 
Retired Spencer police lieutenant Terry Dodson 
agrees He gets out on the lake at least one or two days 
per week and says there are plenty of fish wtlling to bite. 
"Yesterday, I caught 37 and kept 18. That's a pretty good 
average, and I'm getting enough fish to eat," he adds. 
Dodson was dropping his first lure down the hole at 
around 10 a.m. At first nothing, but soon the first group 
of foraging perch moved through. Things lit up and 
within minutes, Dodson had four fresh keepers flopping 
on the clean ice. 
Spurred on by tales of their friends' success, Tony Wilson 
and Hector Alverez waited until late in the season before 
conducting their first winter pilgrimage to Sptrit Lake. 
"We live near Fort Dodge and know 11 guys that came 
up here and really got into 'em," says Wilson. "They 
pretty much fished all day for two days, kept the best 
ones, and came home with over a thousand filets in the 
coolers. After hearing a report like that, who could stay 
home? For us, it's nearly a three-hour drive to get here, 
but we had to come up and try it for ourselves " 
The duo ate the first ones they caught. "Couldn't wait until 
we got home-perch and eggs for breakfast, nght out here 
on the ice It was great. That's what I call living," says Wilson. 
Des Moines angler Bill Roach is another long distance 
traveler who's been plugging into Spirit Lake's perch 
fishing bonanza. 
"VVe've been up here four times so far, and we've really 
done well," says Roach. ''We've sorted out the good ones 
\ 
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and have all kept limits a couple of times. The fish we've 
kept have measured from 8.5 to 10 inches. We've taken a few 
perch up to 12-inches-the biggest so far." 
Longtime Rock Rapids perch fishing enthusiast Dave 
Htll agrees. "If you can find just one of the big ones-a 
real Jumbo-then you'll usually catch more. There's a 
good supply of 9 to 12-inch perch out here right now, 
but you have to hunt to find them. Once you locate the 
schools of bigger fish, they'll usually stay in the same 
general area for at least a couple of days, maybe more. 
They're great to eat and once you get a few of those big 
ones on the ice, it really makes you grin." 
BIG FISH, BIG BUCKS 
Anglers aren't the only folks smiling. On Main Street, 
world class perch fishing is maktng cash registers smg. 
"Spirit Lake's perch fishing is having a very huge 
impact on our local economics," says Thane Johnson, 
owner of the famed Kabele's Trading Post and Lodge. 
"In addition to area residents, I've had anglers from at 
least 10 states come into the trading post looking for 
ltcenses and ice fishing supplies. Our fishing license 
sales last winter were up 300 percent over the previous 
year. Ltcense sales have remained strong which means 
new people are still commg into the area to fish." 
Bail sales are through the roof. "In one weekend, we sold 
more than 4,000 containers of wax worms. When the weather 
cooperates, we can do more business in two days than we 
normally do in a month. And it's not just me: gas stations, 
eateries. motels-all have the same story. Everyone is excited 
and everyone is benefiting from this fishing," he says. 
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TWO MILLION PERCH 
With clear water, a lot of anglers are using underwater 
cameras to fish, says Johnson. "Before this year class of 
perch came on, you'd typically see schools of 10 or 12 
fish move through, and you'd maybe get one or two to 
bite. Now, you have to see the fish to believe it. When 
the really big numbers come into view it's like watching 
one of the Discovery Channel films showing those huge 
schools of ocean krill. It literally appears as if there's 
absolutely no end to them; the perch are like a fog-
a continuous, never-ending ribbon of fish. When those 
schools come through, fish get super competitive and 
you catch perch as fast as you can bring them up," 
says Johnson. 
"It's true that Spirit Lake's perch densities are 
incredible," says Hawkins. "We could have as much 
as 100 pounds of perch per acre, which translates 
between 1.5 million and 2.5 million fish." He says perch 
are extremely prolific and highly cyclic. Populations 
and individual fish growth rates are driven by the 
environment, spawning success, overall densities and 
food supplies. 
The good news for anglers is that perch populations 
are not controlled by fishing. 
"We tell people that big populations need angling 
pressure. We want people to catch fish and take them 
home," says Hawkins, who adds that perch are a 
relatively short-lived fish. 
"I think the best news for anglers is that perch 
populations are just coming into their own, and the 
excellent fishing is going to last for awhile," he says. "1 
Thane Johnson 
think what we're seeing now is jus t a prelude for what lies 
ahead. Catch rates should remain excellent for the rest 
of the 2009-2010 season, and again in 2011. After that I'd 
expect to see perch numbers begin to decline " 
Hawkins says Spirit Lake is an extremely diverse 
and dynamic fishery. As one species decli nes, another 
will rise to take its place. In addition to yellow perch, 
Spirit Lake currently holds excellent densities of 
catchable bluegill, black crappie and walleye. The 
2007 and 2008 harvests for bluegill we re the highes t in 
history. Black crappie fi s hing in '08 was the bes t in 20 
years, and populations of adult walleye are the highest 
ever recorded. 
"Healthy populations of black crappies are an 
indicator of good habitat and good water quality. 
Their presence is a very welcome sign," says Hawkins. 
"Right now, our surveys also tell us that Spirit Lake 
is harboring more than 30,000 walleyes more than 
17-inches in length. That's the highest number of 
adult walleye on record and is three times above 
our objective. We're looking at a very healthy, very 
balanced, very diverse fishery." 
For anglers who have yet to sample the excitement 
of Spirit Lake fishing, there's no time like the present. 
The remainder of this year's season s till offers plenty of 
opportunity to partake in the winter perch fis hing frenzy. 
"Regardless of how good the bite has already been, 
February and March will typically offer some of the 
season's best fishing," says Hawkins. "As long as the ice 
stays, people will be out there. Generally speaking, the 
later the date the better the fishing." 8 
')' 0 ---· - -
LEFT: Thane Johnson, owner of Kabele's 
Trading Post and Lodge in Spirit Lake, restocks 
the lure rack. · rhe perch bite is having a very 
huge impact on local economies; he says. · sait 
sales have been crazy. In one weekend we sold 
over 4,000 containers of wax worms alone." 
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HOT TIMES IN ICE CITY Bes1des hundreds of anglers, 
you II find all kinds of people huddled together visiting, 
good food, laughter and kids running around playing 
on the 1ce. "The lake is supporting a culture all1ts own . 
It's a really good thmg to see: says M1ke Hawkms. DNR 
fishenes biolog1st. 
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Working to save a life, rehabilitators uncover evil 
BY JOE WILKINSON PHOTOS BY JOE WILKINSON AND TONY MOLINE 
he return of an eagle to the wild is often a great 
s tory. Orphaned or injured birds of prey are 
coaxed along the runway to recovery by well-
trained rehabilitators or volunteers . It makes 
for a great photo op as well-wishers gather around one 
of those portable pet carriers, maybe along an isolated 
gravel road . One of them, sporting ultra-heavy g loves, 
gathers up the now healthy eagle and gives it a toss in 
the air. Or, the rehabilitated raptor may bolt on its own, 
flapping its wings, tasting freedom again. 
Watching the bird build a little altitude, particularly 
if it is a bald eagle-our nation's symbol-you can't help 
but smile and think "this one made it." 
The release us ually caps weeks of effort. Exercise 
in a flight cage helps it rebuild strength. Volunteers set 
out food-dead mice, chicks or fish. They track what is 
eaten and any changes in behavior. And that follows the 
initial-often critical-treatment of whatever brought it 
to earth in the first place. Often, a collision with a power 
li ne grounds the high flyer. It might have been a fall from 
the nes t, lead poisoning, maybe a gunshot by some clown 
who thought it would be entertaining. Yes, it is a good 
feel ing when one of the regal birds returns to the wild . 
Because not all of them make it. 
1 was jus t leaving the DNR's Manches ter trout 
hatchery with Solon High School senior Trevor Trinaka, 
who had been job shadowing hatchery workers for 
class credit. A worker asked if we could we swing 
up to Earlville and pick up an injured eagle. Our route 
home would go within a couple miles of the Macbride 
Raptor Project clinic, on the Cedar Rapids' campus of 
Kirkwood Community College. "Sure," we repli ed. Irinaka 
could log a little extra cred it. 
As we pulled into the farm drive of Randy Allen's place 
north of Earlville in Delaware County, the bald eagle was 
slumped in the yard. "It was just sitting there last evening 
when we got home," reported Allen. "We get eagles 
perching up there all the time. When this one was still on 
the ground this morning, we called." 
"Up there" was a row of tall evergreens, with a power 
line threading through. From the way the eagle dragged 
its wings as it hopped around the yard, it apparently 
had clipped the line. Though rookie eagle catch('rs, we 
were well equipped. The hatchery guys came up with a 
portable dog kennel and thick welding gloves for us. I 
had a heavy winter coat to toss over the injured eagle. 
My bird-holding experience, though, was limited to 
songbirds, wood ducks and a couple trumpe te r swans. 
None sported razor sharp talons or a flesh-tearing beak. 
This could take awhile. 
As we herded the eagle along the front yard fence, it 
stumbled right into the open kennel. We congratulated 
ourselves on our superior s trategy. Within a couple 
hours, though, it became obvious that the eagle was 
simply in no condition to resist. 
"It has two broken wings. One is near the e lbow on 
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For an hour, raptor clinic volunteer Luke Hart held down the seriously injured eagle on an exam table. Lab workers drew blood for testing, flushed 
debris and matted feathers from the open breaks on her wings and administered fluids in an attempt to stabilize the regal raptor. 
the right side. On the left one, the humerus is snapped 
right through," came the initial call from Kristine Lake, 
assistant director of the Macbride Rap tor Project (MRP). 
Nearby, a work-study student, Luke Hart, held the eagle 
down on an examination table while Lake-a registered 
veterinary technician-assessed the damage. 
Dwarfed by larger buildings on the south side of the 
Kirkwood campus, the two-room Raptor Clinic treats 
injured birds of prey. The MRP is a joint venture of the 
University of Iowa and Kirkwood. Besides the often 
life-saving work on raptors and research into survival of 
rehabilitated birds, the project tackles several research 
and management ventures. In addition, it provides 
experience to students interested in animal health and 
natural resource programs. Hart and fellow student Brian 
Smith soon would be up to their elbows in "hands-on" 
experience. Even I would lend a hand. 
With the clinic and the nearby raptor exhibit each just 
a few minutes away from home, l have had lots of second-
hand involvement: articles on osprey reintroduction, 
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sitting in on education programs, videotaping releases 
of rehabilitated birds. I've hauled my kids, the neighbor 
kids and assorted nieces and nephews over to the raptor 
exhibit area. For the first time, though, I stuck around to 
see what happens in this avian emergency room. 
Lake wiped away clotted blood and matted feathers to 
survey the damage. "This one could be trouble if the break 
is at the elbow," she noted. The ulna, one of two ~forearm" 
bones, was broken on the right wing. On the left wing, it 
was more graphic. The upper humerus was snapped clean. 
visible after breaking through the muscle. Lake noted 
labored breathing and only a thin layer of flesh over the 
eagle's "keel" or breastbone, indicating undernourishment. 
She coached Smith through a blood withdrawal. One 
sample went onto a small slide and then over to a lead 
testing monitor. "This will tell us in 180 seconds whether 
the blood tests low, medium or high for lead," explained 
Lake. In recent years, an increasing number of injured 
or sick eagles have shown elevated levels of lead. Among 
the causes are eagles picking over deer carcasses and 
w 
ingesting slivers of lead that broke away as slugs hit 
the deer. For some reason, slobs with guns occasionally 
take potshots at eagles. Even surviving a shooting could 
spell problems as the bird's system reacts. Lead's toxic 
properties, combined with the eagle's efficient digestive 
system, can impair breathing, eyesight and nervous 
systems. If severe enough, lead poisoning is fatal. 
"High," pronounced Lake glumly, as the test results 
came up on the screen. "We've never brought one back 
from a high reading before." With two brokerJ wings 
and now a load of lead reading at least 65 micrograms 
per deciliter in her blood, this feathered patient was in 
trouble. Still, the goal was to save the eagle if possible. 
Lake administered a sterile intravenous solution to flush 
out the liver and kidney. Another needle prick and the 
eagle received a double-dose of vitamin B-1 and iron. In 
a couple days. injections of calcium EDTA would begin. 
Hopefully it would bind with the lead, removing it from 
the eagle's system. 
After all that. it was time to splint broken bones. It 
Bald eagles are exciting to watch; 
skimming the tops of the waves 
below a lock and dam, for instance, 
to snatch a stunned fish for dinner. 
Volunteers used to tally dozens of 
winter eagles In Iowa. That mid· 
winter count has now swollen to 
several thousand, as our national 
symbol continues its fight back from 
near extinction tn the 20th century. 
took three of us to immobilize her and maneuver her 
wing. By now. Hart had been clutching the eagle's legs 
and holding down her shoulders for more than an hour. 
While I pulled up and back under the shoulder. Smith 
worked with the bottom of the wing. 
The sounds of an eagle in pain are not among those 
you hear on one of those "Music in Nature" CDs. 
Knowing that we were the cause of the ~ubdued shrieks 
didn't help either. After four or five long minutes, the 
wing was in place. Lake could then splint and wrap it. 
Each wing was wrapped separately and then double 
wrapped, pinning them to the eagle's sides. 
Now, pain medication could be administered. A ration 
of frozen mice followed. The eagle resisted the first few, 
but eventually gulped down a dozen. A much calmer 
eagle was set into a cage to rest. This was Wednesday. 
Treatment for the lead poisoning would begin Friday. 
Kirkwood veterinarian Dr. Randy Ackman would be in 
for X-rays and a follow-up exam early the next week. 
On Tuesday, the voice mail message confirmed what 
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OPPOS ITE PAGE: With a sufficient supply of fish snatched from 
pockets of open water, winter eagles in Iowa spend much 
of their day loafing on the 1ce or in nearby cottonwood trees 
or other observation points. They expend as little energy 
as possible to conserve calories to survive the b1tter cold. 
RIGHT: Before the eagle's broken wings are set, debris, dried 
blood and matted feathers are flushed from the wound. In 
its apparent collision with a Delaware County power line, this 
bird broke both wings. Her cond1t1on was worsened by high 
lead levels in her blood; which causes sight and nervous system 
problems BELOW: Within mmutes, a blood sample 1s screened 
for lead m this compact Lead Care mon1tor. The small vial 
holds a lysing solution. When added to the sample 1t ruptures 
red blood cell membranes to allow techmc1ans to see what 
substances are contained in the blood. In thts case, lead-
at a dangerously high level. Despite the top care, the lead 
po1soning and critical mjuries led to this eagle's euthan1zatton 
The lead pellets found in the raptor also led to a law 
enforcement mvestigation to find and prosecute the shooters. 
we expected. Even with all the special attention, the 
eagle had been euthanized. "Some of the injured tissue 
was dead. There were lots of little metallic fragments in 
the x-rays," explained Lake. Insurmountable odds for the 
eagle to survive. 
Those fragments could not have come from a source 
other than gunshots. The eagle apparently survived a 
shooting, but couldn't negotiate past the power lines in 
her weakened state. The case-it's a "case" now-has 
been turned over to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service. 
That someone would shoot an eagle is another head-
scratcher. Though removed from the federal Endangered 
and Threatened Species list in 2007, bald and golden 
eagles still are protected under heavy-duty federal laws 
Penalties range up to $500,000 in fines and five years in 
prison, depending on the law cited. 
Pretty much everyone knows the history. Our nation's 
symbol was nearly extirpated from the lower 48 states 
through chemical poisoning and habitat loss. Decades of 
cooperation and tough protection guidelines helped the bald 
eagle rebound. In the Iowa midwinter count alone, volunteers 
tally several thousand eagles now instead of dozens. We know 
of at least 200 active nests in 77 Iowa counties. 
Perhaps it is because there are so many, that more are 
injured. Overall, the population is doing well. But there 
are still those which need a helping hand to get back into 
the wild. 
Maybe that is why a small circle of well-wishers treks 
out to the countryside, to applaud on the occasion when 
one more eagle beats the odds. 
And maybe that's why a small crew still tries so hard to 
save one, even with the odds heavily stacked against her. !!l!t 
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STORY AND PHOTOS BY LOWELL WASHBURN 
THE WINNEBAGO 
STUDY AREA 
Now here on earth has the delicate relationship between 
humans and pheasants been more closely examined than on 
this northern Iowa research plot. Standing the test of time, 
the wildlife management lessons discovered here remain as 
true today as when first revealed nearly 75 years ago. 
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ince the time of mighty Roman legions, wildlife 
e nthusiasts have been helping the ring-necked 
pheasant expand its range. And although no 
one can say for su re when the gaudy Asian 
gamebird finally reached Iowa, it is known that the 
first major release of pheasants occurred in 1901 when 
an estimated 2,000 birds escaped from a Cedar Falls 
game farm. The birds flourished, and by the end of 
the decade the Iowa Conservation Commission (now 
the DNR) was beginning to take notice of the species' 
recreational potential. In a 1910 effort to expand 
growing populations, the commission distributed more 
than 6,000 captive-produced pheasant eggs to 178 Iowa 
farmers in 82 counties. 
Although early introductions were spectacularly 
successful in northern Iowa, pheasants failed to prosper 
across the south. Assuming large-scale stockings 
from wild, rather than pen-raised birds might provide 
a solution, the commission collected eggs from wild 
pheasant nests and live-trapped adults in Winnebago and 
Butler counties. Cooperating farmers were paid a dollar 
a dozen for gathering eggs. 
For local landowners, the buck-a-dozen payoff was 
a sweet deal. In 1925 alone, 7,000 adult pheasants and 
60,000 eggs were co llected from the two north-central 
counti es. In spite of these incredible inroads during the 
spring nesting season, pheasant populations continued 
to explode and expand. 
By the early 1920s, ring-necked pheasants had become 
numerous to the point of being regarded as pests in 
north-central Iowa. In 1925, the area game warden 
received a petition signed by 150 Hancock County 
farmers who complained of extensive crop damage 
from pheasants. Political pressure from angry farmers 
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For Iowa heasants, It WaSt e 
eg1nning of ar ays 
tO COme. Instead of setting aside 
conservation acres, farmers were suddenly 
encouraged to maximize production ... 
-
The amount of hab1tat and the seventy of 
w1nter and sprmg weather are the pnme 
dictators of pheasant populations. Habitat 
is the key, though, to w1nter survival and 
nest1ng success. 
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continued to escalate until. in October of that year, 13 
northern Iowa counties were opened to three days of 
hunting. According to a news item published in Hancock 
County's Garner Signal, at least one local farmer went so 
far as to solicit the public to come and shoot his nuisance 
birds. As the state's first legal pheasant hunt concluded, 
nearly all of the 75,000 hunters participating in the 
limited season bagged the colorful new species that 
would quickly become Iowa's number-one gamebird. 
Great Depression-Era Research 
Although pheasants continued to expand across Iowa, virtually 
nothing was known of the immigrant species' biological needs 
or management. In 1935, the commission established a research 
tract of 4,900 Winnebago County farmland acres. 
Known simply as the Winnebago Study Area, the plot 
provided the most detailed documentation to ever emerge 
regarding the relationship between land use and pheasant 
populations. Perhaps nowhere on Earth has the ring-
necked pheasant been more intensively studied during a 
longer period of time than on these select northern Iowa 
acres. Three quarters of a century later, the area remains 
a hallmark example of scientific investigation. 
Although originally designed to research a broad 
spectrum of biological topics, the primary focus involved 
monitoring and interpreting long-term population trends. 
Research tools included autumn roadside pheasant counts, 
direct late-winter counts, spring crowing surveys and August 
roadside counts. These direct census surveys began in 
the fall of 1935 and were historically conducted on foot, by 
horseback or on snow skis. Although simplistic and primitive 
when compared to contemporary methods, the 1930s 
pheasant counts nevertheless yielded astounding data 
The Amazing Birds of 1941 
Pheasant populations reached an all-time high during the fall 
of 1941 when researchers inventoried an incredible 400 birds 
per section. Although research was suspended during World 
War II, counts resumed on 2,500 acres in 1950. During the 
early to mid-1950s, direct winter counts dropped to around 100 
pheasants per section. In the late 1950s populations rebounded. 
By 1960, bird numbers soared to 235 pheasants per section. 
The welcome surge in pheasant numbers was credited 
to the Federal Farm Program and the new Conservation 
Reserve Program (CRP) created by the Soil Bank Act 
of 1956. The program accelerated from 1959 to 1964 to 
provide pheasants, along with other upland nesting birds, 
greatly expanded acreages of secure cover. Iowans cashed 
in on the bonanza, consistently harvesting more than a 
million roosters annually. In 1963, the pheasant harvest 
reached a high with a bag of 1.9 million roosters. 
But the good times didn't last. CRP contracts matured 
and expired and federal set-asides were curtailed By 
1965, Iowa's Soil Bank program had been reduced to 
less than one tenth of the acreage enjoyed just five years 
earlier. For Iowa pheasants, it was the beginning of dark 
BOY'S-EYE VIEW - BYLOWELLWASHBURN 
1-LOC S SO THICII THE . COVE• . c ..J 0 I 
My 1nitial introduction to Iowa pheasant hunting 
occurred during the winter of 1959. For a bug-eyed 
wanna be pheasant slayer, the s1ght and sound of 
the seem1ngly endless clouds of birds that erupted 
from those blocks of Soil Bank was simply incredible. 
For all who were privileged to observe the spectacle, 
Iowa's "ring-neck blizzards" left an indelible mark. 
like most youths of the day, I was packing a .410 
single shot. The sight of my very first rooster 
tumbling into the clean December snow will be 
forever etched in my memory. 
But there are others, too. One of the most 
VIVid came during the winter of 1964 or 1965. It 
was late in the season and margmal hab1tats had 
dnfted full, forcing birds to concentrate into the 
more substantial cover of cattail sloughs or brushy 
farmstead w1ndbreaks. It was Saturday afternoon 
when a high school friend and I pulled alongs1de a 
large farm grove near the south s1de of Clear Lake. 
Both of our Jaws dropped at the sight before us a 
windbreak so crowded with wintering pheasants 
that the hard-packed snow was only visible in 
scattered patches. As we braked to a stop, the b~rds 
became nervous and began to move across the dnfts 
like disturbed ants. I can't hazard a guess as to how 
many pheasants the grove contained, but it was a 
solid mass from one end to the other. Look as we 
might, our hungry eyes cou ld not detect so much 
as a single rooster in the massive flock. It was late 
in the season, and we'd already not1ced that the 
b~rds had become somewhat segregated, but this 
was ridiculous. We eventually moved on, eager to 
find the immense gang of roosters certainly hiding 
nearby Much to our dismay, we never d1d locate 
those birds. 
Within five short hunting seasons, nearly all 
of the sloughs, brushy fencelines, and other covers I 
had tromped as a teenager had been tiled, bulldozed 
and plowed under. The pheasants, along with other 
wlldl1fe, had vanished. 
days. Instead of setting aside conservation acres, farmers 
were suddenly encouraged to maximize production as the 
era of road-ditch-to-road-ditch farming began. From that 
moment, pheasant populations on the Winnebago Study 
Area, as elsewhere, began a steady and rapid decline. By 
1976, direct winter counts recorded a dismal average of 
zero pheasants per section on the Winnebago Study Area. 
Under the strain of sudden and unprecedented land use 
changes, pheasants declined from a record 400 birds 
per section in 1941 to virtual eradication by the mid-'70s. 
Reasons for the decline became painfully obvious. 
In 1941, nearly 60 percent of the entire study area 
consisted of potential nesting cover. By 1980, suitable 
nesting habitat could only be found on 9.7 percent of 
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the area Rov, crop coverage increased from about 47 
percent in 1954 to 86 percent in 1980 Dunng that same 
penod, wetlands and pastures completely disappeared 
from the research area. Also alarming, as the dlv<•rsity 
of crop species decreased and individual farm size 
increased. a corresponding and rapid decline in suitable 
pheasant wintering cover occurred. 
Iowa as Top Pheasant State 
For tunately, the story didn ' t end. Enter the 1985 farm bi ll 
and a brand new round of federal CRP set-asides Farmers 
once again idled large tracts of row crop acrcagrs and 
restored grassland covers. Iowa pheasant populatiOns 
quickly exploded into the new habitats. Hunter success 
soared, and Iowa's annual pheasant harvest became the 
h1ghest of any state. Pheasant hunting became a mulll-
mlllion dollar annual industry and the number one reason 
for tounsm 1n Iowa. There was no disputing that regal 
ring-neck was again the recreational Kmg of the Hill 
But the good times didn't last. CRP contracts matured 
and expired. federal set asides were curtailed Thousands 
of acres of cntical nesting covers were converted back 
to row crop, and pheasant populations began a steady 
and dramatic decline. By 2008, Iowa's pheasant 
population had hit rock bottom. When the fall hunting 
season concluded, statewide pheasant harvest plunged 
to an a ll-time low of 383,000 roosters. 
No question for today's ph easant flock, times a re 
tough. But according to DNR pheasant biologist, Todd 
Bogenschutz, there's little mystery surrounding recent 
declines. After enduring a back-to-bark series of long, 
hard winters, above-average snowfall. abnormally wet 
and cool spring nesting seasons, unprecedented flooding 
dunng 2008, and a catastrophic loss of habttat, tt's no 
wonder bird numbers have fallen. 
"Habitat and weather are the two cr itical factors dnving 
our populations." says Bogenschutz. "Unfortunate!}. 
neither of those factors has been what you'd exactly 
term as 'pheasant friendly' during the last fe\\ years." 
" I think that by now, everyone realizes pheasants 
could really use a break," says Bogenschutz " If we could 
get a mi ld winter followed by a warm and dry nesting 
season, we would see a big change in pheasant numbers. 
A series of those conditions would provide wo nders." 
Omaha to Davenport: An 8-mile-wide 
Sea of Grass 
Wild gamebird populations are high ly dynamic and it's 
normal for pheasant numbers to fluctuate with changing 
weather conditions. But what birds cannot compensate for is 
the loss of habitat. says Bogenschutz. In 1993, more than 2.2 
million acres of grassland nesting cover was enrolled in CRP. 
Bird populations soared and hunters bagged nearly 2 million 
roosters that fall-virtually identical to the record harvest 
seen when CRP acres peaked under the 1963 Soil Bank 
But as 10-year CRP contracts expired, Iowa's grassland 
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acreage declined steadily-particularly across the 
northern half of the state Current CRP enrollment has 
dropped to less than 1 7 million acres statewide. I ast 
September, Iowa lost another 85,000 arn·s. an cquh.alent 
of 132 square miles of critical nesting habitat. Another 
230,000 CRP acres are scheduled to expin· in 2012. 
"It's very hard for people to visualize what those kind of 
habitat losses really look like," says Bogenschutz "The issue 
is really a matter of putting things in proper perspective I tell 
people to close their eyes and imagine a 300 mile long. eight-
mile-wide strip of grassland running from Omaha to Davenport. 
That's the amount of CRP nesting cover we've already lost in 
Iowa. and more losses are on the way When you describe it to 
people that way. you can see the wlwrls start to turn," he says. 
Hop- For The FlltUJP? 
The good news is that. for the first lime in a long time. 
Iowa farmers will soon have an opportunitv to stgn up 
and compete for a new round of 10-year CRP contracts. 
Although no one thinks the program 1s ltkcly to return 
to 1990s levels, the new signup has the potential to stem 
habitat loss and increase grassland nestmg cover for 
pheasants and other upland'' ildltfe spcc1es. 
"At this point it's really difficult to speculate what will 
happen. but one thing is sure," says Bogenschutz "We definitely 
need to keep CRP on the landscape We need to fight tooth and 
nail to keep every single acre that is still out lh<'re. At least 80 
percent of Iowa's pheasant harvest occurs on privat<' land and 
pheasants live or die by how those lands arc managed. Federal 
farm programs determine what that management will be " 8 
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t • ' ' Snag Some Habitat-
Create a Tree Hotel . ----
Whether you cnvn a backyard or a timber. you can save money by 
leaving .til or portions of a dead tree. while generating a magnet for 
bird spectes not attracted to feeders alone. Aided by fungi, lichen and 
invertebrates the natural decay process return<> stored-up nulnents 
to th(" -;01!. 
In lo\\ a. mon than 50 animal SJWt ies nt'cd dead trees as part of 
their habitat ~1x woodpecker srwcie-. are primary cavtt)' nester" that 
not only en att• holps while starching for tnsects. but excavatt> nc -.t 
holes ( htckadet•s. bluebtrds. nuthatches, barred owls and wood 
ducks an secondary cavity nesters that depend upon old \\oodpecker 
holes Raptors will use branches fot perching sites. Flying squ1rrels, 
bats, gray and fox squirrels, and raccoons use hollow trees as 
nurseries Rabbtts. shrews and chipmunks use cavities in dead 
trees to esrap<' predators Box turtles. skmks. snakes. tn•e frogs, 
salamanders and man) tnsech use rotting logs as places to find food. 
cover and safe places to hibernate. 
A timber managed for wildlite indudt>s fallen logs and at It a-.t three 
to stx snags, or standing dead trct·s per arre to provide es.,.entt,\1 habitat. 
Homeo\\ ners ran choose to leave all or part of a tree. such as a hefty 
portiOn of standing trunk or log, to create a diver:se backyard habitat. 
SNAG SAFETY 
For standing dead trees, "Make sure there are no targets nearby;· advises DNR 
forester Tivon Feeley. "That could be a house, garage or area where people 
tend to spend t1me, such as a bench .• In such cases measure the trunk height 
to determme how far 1t would reach 1f 1t fell and remove only what is necessary 
for safety Th1s leaves a safe amount of standing trunk-habitat to produce 
wonderful wildl1fe v1ewmg while reducmg removal fees. Use the trimmed 
sections as landscaptng logs. 
1 CREATE YOUR OWN SNAG 
In yards wtthout a dead tree, use logs, limbs or stumps as decorattve 
landscaping embellishments Large holes can be drilled tnto dead trunks 
and logs to help attract cav1ty-nestmg wildlife In a yard sett1ng, tree 
trunks can be adorned with b1rd feeders, b1rd houses or hangmg plants. 
Some choose to have a carving or sculpture made from the trunk to watch 
the stow metamorphosis of the work over t1me as nature alters the form 
through natural decay 
1 THE MYTH OF DISEASE 
Most dead trees do not pose a disease threat to living trees and may 
prevent 1nsect problems by attracting nature's own bug control-
woodpeckers and other msect-eating b1rds to your yard. lnsect-devounng 
bats can fmd daytime roosting sites under loose bark and work at night 
to keep mosquitoes and moths at bay Snags are a part of nature, and 
many spec1es rely on an ever dwindtmg number of dead wood found in 
cit1es and rural areas 
The only tree to completely remove is any oak killed by oak wilt "The dead 
tree must be removed 1n the fall;' says Feeley "There IS a potential for a live root 
to spread oak wilt fungus to another tree through a root graft:'To know 1f an oak 
d1ed due to the fungus a test must be conducted Contact a local arborist. 
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Get wrapped up in the Spirit of the Wilderness 
Do you have a soft spot in your heart for wolves? Do you melt \Vhen you see a devoted 
mother wolf snuggling with her pups in fresh snow lit by a silvery arctic moon? The 
closeness of the wolf family is legendary, and no artist brings it to life with more feeling 
than Rddic I.ePage. ow slip into the warmth of this casual style fleece jacket and let 
the whole world know you're wild about wolves. Decorated on both the fronL and back 
with Eddie LePage's heartwarming art, it is fashioned of high-quality mid-weight fleece. 
This moonlit grey jacket is styled \\ith a flattering p•incess cut, a collar that can be worn 
up or dO\\n , and a drawstring waist. Silvery wolf-shaped zipper pulls adorn the jacket 
front and the two Zippered pockets. Don 't mhs this wearable art that'lllea\e you feeling 
warm all over' 
A wonderful value; fully guaranteed 
\vailable in Sl\ sites, the Spirit of the Wilderness Fleece jackel•s offered b} The 
Bradford Exchange at the affordable price of $99*, payable in four month!} installments 
of $2 1 75 each, and backed b} our 30-da} moner-back guarantee. To get yours, send 
no mone} now, JUSt complete and return the Reser\"ation Application toda~ 
"" w. bradforde\change .com/wolfjacket m009 BGI: 0 1-0iO I 0-00 1-BIR 
Features Ed1/ie LePage nrltmrk 
on thejrout ami back 
~-- -- ------------- -------------------------~ 
' ' : RESER\ \TlO'\ \PPl.IC.\TIO~ : 
9345 M1lwaukee Avenu e N1l es, IL 607 14 1393 
YES. Reserve the Sptrit of the Wtldemess Fleece 
Jacket for me as described 1n th1s announcement I've 
circled my SIZe preference below 
Please Respond Promptly 
S{6·8) M(1 0-12) L(14-16) XL(18) 1 X(20) 2X(22) 
Mrs. Mr Ms. 
N.vn& (Pioa:;e Pnnl Clearly) 
: Address 
• 
• 
. . 
• G.!!y 
• 
State Z1p 
01-0401 0-001 -E51621 
"Plus $9 99 shoppong and se<voce Please aile» 4 10 8 we~>~s a~er '"'"al 
, payment lor shopment All sales ere SUbt&CIIO prOdUCI ava•labtloty and 
order aoceplance 
• 
' 
' 
· ---- ----------------------------------------4 
Located between Amana and 
Iowa City, this eatery deserves 
a road tnp. The Iowa Pork 
Producers voted Augusta's 
tenderloin Iowa's best m 2008. 
Husband & w1fe owners Ben 
and Jen Halperm say the1r B1g 
Easy burger IS even better. 
Both from Ch1cago, they 
met m !\lew Orleans und fled 
north after Humca11e Katrma. 
Visiting relatives m Iowa, they 
stumbled across a restaurant 
for sale. "We thought about 1t 
for 10 mmutes and sa1d 'yes; 
says Ben. Throngs of loyal 
patrons are glad they amved. 
Savor New Orleans Cuisine in the heart of Eastern Iowa 
AFTER SETTLING IN OXFORD, HURRICANE KATRINA CASTAWAYS DELIGHT AREA WITH HAND-CUT STEAKS, 
LUMP CRAB CAKES, SHRIMP PO' BOYS AND GUMBO TO CHASE OFF WINTRY CHILLS. 
SMOKED DUCK WITH ORANGE SAUCE to a boil to melt sugar and salt Cool. 
Make at home or en;oy this menu ttem • Cut breast and leg quarters from 
at the restaurant carcass and soak in brine at least 
1 duck overnight. 
Brine 
1 cup sugar 
Y2 cu p salt 
1 cu p pick ling spice 
Y2 gallon orange juice 
Sauce 
1 cup sugar 
1 cup red wine 
Y2 cup white balsamic vinegar 
2 cups orange juice 
4 cups duck stock, described below 
• Mix brine ingredients and bring 
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• Meanwhile, to make stock. roast 
duck carcass in oven s<. t at 450 until 
brown-about 15-20 m1nutes Place 
in a large pot and cove1 with water. 
Simmer 2 hours, ensuring the carcass 
is below water Rcsrrvr l iquid. 
• To make sauce, put ~ugar in a 
pot and cook unttl carmeltzed to a 
deep brown, about 5 minutes. Stir 
frequently. Be sure not to burn the 
sugar Add all liquid ingredients and 
cook for 20 minutes until reduced by 
half. Salt and pepper to taste 
• ~moke brined duck pieces in a 
smoker or on a grill u~tng hickory or 
a fruit wood. "uch as apple or cherry. 
Cook to about medium. slice nwat and 
arrange on plate. Drizzle with sauce. 
CRAB-CRUSTED TROUT 
WITH LEMON BUTTER SAUCE 
One trout cut into two filets 
Crust 
4 oz crab meat 
V4 cup mayonnaise 
2 tab lespoons minced red bell pepper 
2 tab lespoons minced green pepper 
1 clove of minced garlic 
1 cup bread crumbs 
salt and pepper 
Sauce 
1 shallot, minced 
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'1 cup white wine 
juice of 1 lemon 
1 stick unsalted butter 
Trout with LemQ{l ~utter Sauce 
• Season trout filets with salt and 
pepper and set aside. 
• Mix all the crust ingredients and let 
rest for 5 minutes. 
• Apply a liberal crust coating to one side 
of filet and dip filet in extra bread crumbs. 
• Heat oil in a pan and fry the trout, 
stuffing-side down, until nicely browned. 
• Flip and cook the other side until the 
fish is cooked through. 
Add all sauce ingredients and reduce 
the liquids by half and then whisk in 
the butter Season with salt and pepper. 
Pour over filets. 
,. __ Owners Jeri and Ben Halpenn 
One b1te of crab-crusted 
trout will inspire you to 
search Iowa's trout streams 
for your own fresh fish. 
"A lot of people talk about 
sustainable food; says Ben. 
"But I've never felt more 
attached to the seasonality 
of food until moving to Iowa. 
Young chefs should come 
here and they will get 1t." 
Jeri and Ben do they 
use local produce, grow their 
own herbs, tomatoes and 
greens and have bought 
meats from area lockers 
and growers. 
Au gus a 
Restaurant 
1 01 South Augusta Avenue 
Oxford 
augustarestaurant.net 
319-828-2252 
HOURS: 
Closed Monday-Tuesday 
Wednesday-Thursday 11 a.m. 9 p.m. 
Friday-Saturday 11 a.m. 10 p.m. 
Sunday 11 a.m.- 8 p.m. 
Reservations su~gested, 
but not requ1red. 
Please ca/1 319-828-2252. 
With cozy charm, ongmal 1880s floors, 
tin ceilings, fleur-de-lis decor and Big 
Easy-style 1au, you can laissez les bons 
temps rouler, (Cajun French for "Let the 
good t1mes roll") in rural Johnson County. 
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BOMBARDIER 
Amencan crows will drop nuts 
or hard shelled an1mals on hard 
surfaces to crack them open. Some 
have been v1ewed dropping nuts 
onto streets. then perching nearby 
until passmg motonsts crack them. 
It IS bel1eved they wil l adjust the 
drop he1ght based on how many 
times the object has already been 
dropped, or how hard or soft the 
surface is Crows will also drop 
objects to ward off potential 
threats Dunng play time, they have 
been seen droppmg 1tems on other 
crows, or droppmg objects and 
diving down to catch them before 
they h1t the ground 
CROW I.Q. 
1' 
MURDEROUS GANG 
A group of crows 1s called 
a "murder;· likely because 
a group will often gang 
up and kill a dymg crow. 
~OOD BUILDERS 
Hawks and "''iS wil 
mhab1t old crow nests, as 
w1ll raccoons and squ1rrels 
that use them as summer 
nappmg platforms. 
CARE FOR SIBLINGS 
Young crows will often 
rema1n with the1r parents 
through the next nesting 
season to help care for 
the newborns and guard 
the nest. 
CROWS OR RAVENS ? 
Crows and ravens are 
among the same family. 
S1ze, call. tad feather 
des1gn and feather shape 
mark the d1fference. 
NOT PUZZLED 
Some stud1es have shown crows 
can count as high as six They can 
solve puzzles, have good memories 
• and can manufacture, use and 
man1pulate tools to accompl1sh 
a task. 
Crows are cons1dered among the most adaptable and intelligent b~rds m the world, behind only the sharp-mmded parrot. They have even 
been ment1oned-on an intellectual level-In the same breath w1th chimpanzees and apes. They boast a sophisticated communiCation 
system, capable of m1mickmg sounds of other animals and even humans They are known to assoc1ate noises with events. especially those 
involving food 
[ [ L 
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• Dogs, puppies & the Bird Dog Bonanza 
featuring the Bird Dog Parade 
• Hunting & fishing destinations 
• Habitat seminars & equ 
• Rudy's Youth Village 
• Landowner Habitat Help Room -
Find out how to increase wildlife 
& habitat on your land 
• Learn dog training tips from the pros 
• Watch wild game 
cooking demonstrations 
• See wildlife and nature art 
Last summer, Chuck Humeston retired from the DNR after 33 years of service. For 
20 years, his witty columns humanized conservation officers. A long-time favorite 
of readers, we thought it fitting to run his first column along with his farewell 
column on the following pages. His first column, below, appeared in July 1989. His 
last column appears on pages 66 and 67. Officer Erica Billerbeck will continue the 
column in the March/ April issue. She will be the fourth officer to do so. 
• 
I remember the advice very wel l. Ben Davis, who was then a law enforcement supervisor, took me aside and said, "Remember. there are two kinds of pilots-those 
who have landed with their wheels up and those who are 
going to'" 
It would be years before I realized the meaning of 
those mysterious words. 
I had transferred to the Hardin and Hamilton County 
territory. I had five years' experience on the lakes of 
northwest Iowa in all kinds of water and all kinds of 
conditions. I was an expert. Could I handle any boat? Yes! 
Conservatton officers are at home on the water. 
Sometimes we enterlatn ourselves b) going to boat 
ramps to watch the miscues 
of others. You've seen 
them-forgetting to put in 
the drain plug, leaving the 
car in gear, driving off 
the ramp The mistakes 
of pilgrims, not of experts. 
With th1s expNt1se in 
hand. I set off with a newly 
issued boat. motor and 
trailer to the Io""a River 
in Iowa Falls. It was a nice, 
1 hot summer clay-the star t 
of a long day 
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• 
(1989) 
I drove to the boat landing. About 25 people were there 
boating or swimming. After loadmg my equipment into 
the boat, I unhooked the t1e-down and the winch (mistake 
number one!) Backing onto the ramp I looked into my 
mirror to see the nose of the boat nse to the sky followed 
by the boat promptly sliding at high speed off the trailer 
into the river. I panicked and jumped out of the car to 
grab a bow line (mistake number two). 
Running down the ramp after my boat. I looked beside 
me to notice something odd My car was passmg mC' 
backwards. still in gear. We alwa}s instruct persons in 
this case 111 boating safety to jump a\\ a~ to keep from 
be1ng caught under the wheels-good adv1ce 1f your 
alternative 1s not tilling out 
a report explaining why your 
squad car is at the bottom of 
th e Iowa River. 
Gelling caught under the 
wheels seemed like a brttcr 
alternat1ve I jumped in the 
car head-first and slammed 
on the brakes. producing a 
loud screech as the trunk 
went into the nver Now 
the bystanders were getting 
interested watching the 
miscues of this pilgrim 
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officer at the ramp. Not wanting to explain a wrecker bill, 
I gave the car the gas. It shot out of the river. and to my 
relief. up the ramp. 
Another problem remained-my boat drifting 
downstream toward the power dam. I considered 
swimming as more reports went through my mind A 
bystander swam out to the boat and brought it to me. I 
meekly thanked him and got into the boat to the applause 
of the gathering crowd. Getting my wits about me, I 
started upstream. At about two miles, I looked behind me 
to notice smoke from the outboard from a failing water 
pump. Shutting down the motor. I started to drift. trying 
to look like I was in control of the situation 
\ ' 
.. 
(.) 
0 () 
A ski-boat that had passed earlier 
(probably watching the miscues of the 
pilgrim officer) stopped to offer help 
We towed my boat to the nearest landing, 
and the driver offered me a ride to the ramp to get my car. 
OK, nobody will see me being carried back on my shield. 
He dropped me off at the ramp, and I walked to my car-to 
the applause of bystanders. 
I picked up my boat and limped home. Deciding to 
see if the motor was seized up, I decided to start it, but I 
couldn't find the key (miscue of a pilgrim). I went inside 
to hide Yes. there are two kinds of pilots. It was a hard 
landing, too. !I! 
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"You'll k now wh en it's time." 
Whenever I would hear those almost cr} ptlc.: words 
uttered by officers who were retiring. I would wonder, 
"What do they mean?" I I would ask them, "So. what made you dec1de to hang 
it up?" Almost every time they would smile and say, 
"You'll know when it's time." 
Well. now l know because I'm retiring, and the on ly 
way I can explain it is, "I know it's time ." 
Law enforcement and this job changed a lot over my :n 
years I started fresh out of college as a park ranger w1th 
a pickup. a ticket book and no knowledge or expenenc.:e 
at all Five years later I applied with what was then the 
lov.:a ConservatiOn Commission and was appomtcd a 
con-..ervation officer The pickup and ticket book have 
progressed to a computer and the world of information 
at my finge1 tips \ 1aybe that's one of the reasons I'm 
retiring. I ah'>a} s thought Face book was m} high school 
annual. and TY.Itter was something the birds did outside 
my window in the 
morning 
Was it the greatest job 
In the world? No Like 
any job, it has its good 
and bad poin ts. Is it one 
I of the most challenging, unique and personally 
rewarding jobs in the 
world? Most definitely. 
The duties varied more 
every year. and \\.'ith 
fewer officers in the fie ld. 
tlwrc wa..; more ground 
to cover. It's a difficult job 
dotH' ewry day by a group 
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of dedicated. self-starting, professional mt'n and women. 
We've ah,ays had a saymg among us, "The difficult-we 
do every da} . The impossible-would takl• two game 
wardens" 
I consider myself to be blessed to have had the 
opportunity to be a part of these sekct individuals. and 
that's what I will miss. We have a lot of applications 
whenever we have openings, and the competition is 
tough, so it still amazes me I was chosen years ago. A 
trad1tion of public ser vice and relentless dedication to the 
protection of wtldlife was passed down to me by people 
for whom I had tremendous respect. Tht•y were giants in 
my e~e-; 
I am lucky that during my career I had lht• opportunity 
to be selected to train new officer" going into the field. I 
tried to pass on that same tradition I hopt• I paid it back 
and paid 1t forward. One thing I learnt•d early on is when 
you strip everything away that's around the job, it comes 
down to being in the "people busmess·· and to serve and 
relate to people. 
This brings me to the 
part of tlw job that ver y 
possibly has been most 
dear to my heart, and 
th at's "Warden's Dzary." 
When this tradition, 
begun by Rt·x Emerson 
and continued by Jerry 
Hotl icn, was entrusted 
to me almost 20 _years 
ago, I never dr<'amed 
1t would last this long 
or come this far I had 
a dream ot writing a 
column where I could 
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help readers better know the job we do. and help you 
feel like you were sitting next to us. I have to admit it 
still amazes me that anyone would take the ttme to read 
anything I would write. 
But it seemed to strike a chord with readers. So many 
of you have taken the time to walk up to me, or write 
to tell me, that you've enjoyed reading it, and I'm truly 
humbled every time that's happened. If I've given you 
anything over the years by writing this, I want you to 
know what you've given me by reading it. I hope you've 
enjoyed it, and I sincerely thank you. 
I want to thank AI Foster and Brian Button and 
everyone who has ever been associated with Iowa 
Outdoors and the Iowa Conservationist. They gave me 
a lot of freedom to try different directions as a writer 
When I was stuck, looking at a blank screen wondering 
\a,.·hat to write, they would challenge me They made me 
a better writer. 
I want to thank the conservation officers with whom r 
worked. In my e} es they are the elite of law enforcement 
and public service They are passionate about the 
------------
Concrete 
outdoors, and they are passionate 
about helping future generations 
enjoy what we've been able to enjoy. 
They don't ask for thanks, but every time 
you feel the explosion of that bass suddenly hitting your 
slow retrieve on a still summer evening, or the excitement 
as you hear the crash of wings as the rooster suddenly 
launches from the s lough you've been walking, take a 
moment in your heart to thank them. Your enjoyment 
and experience is our thanks. 
Most importantly, I m thankful for my wife. D<.'b, my 
daughters, Heather and Christy, and my son, Tom. This 
job doesn't make for the most normal of family lif<.'. It 
requires working long hours. nights, weekends and 
holidays, and without their support and understanding 
it would be impossible. I'm lookmg forward to spending 
more ttme with them and with my five grandchildren. 
Thank you all for the opportunity to have served you. 
Best wishes and blessings to you all. 
So. it's ttme. My bike is warming up outstde, and r 
have a whole new ride ahead of me 8 
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State Library Of Iowa 
State Documents Center 
Miller Bui,ding 
Des Moines Iowa 
H ard-working farmers for over SO years have relied on a tough tractor-Farnmll-Red Po111e,.. As 
the advertising proclaimed, they were "Time Proved for 
Improving Farming." Now, in tribute to these famous 
tractors, we've created a jewelry exclusive that's not only 
attracti\e but tough enough to stand the test of time. It's 
the "Fm·ma/1 P1·icle Me11's WatciJ"- a coUectible watch 
you'll be proud to wear! 
:Jr m,d' 
1r fr{r 
FARMALL PRIDE 
MEN 1 S 
WATCH 
I I 
• 
·-·~ / 
'/ 
• Ill 
fi i !'Uf ,.. 
• •••IIHI 
, _________ .... _. ....... 
-------
__________ , 
Exclusive Design ••• Extraordinary 
: LIMITED-TIME OFFER 
f/t ~;1/ 15 I' i'le a ·I t:(} a 
llfst·come·flfsl·served basts 
R1 •P ld 1• a~ po~ 1b to 
tf::Jl:r.c your watc;n 
; ,_... I ~~ 
RESERVATION APPLICATION 
9345 Milwaukee Ave. Niles, 1160714-1393 
YES. Please reseiVe the "FannaJI Pride Men's 
;I- Watch" for me as descnbed an rhl\ .mnounccrm:nr 
• 
I : , 
' 
··"-·,-:;:- / 
...... / 
;;: ........ 
: ~ I \ -~ ~ ~· ~ 
· P ~ s~i!)Pt"9 1nd s 
' ill ow 4 6 weeks a"•r n 1'1' pay'lle >I 
tor sh pme"t IJf your jewe "' te"' Sa 
subrect to p1odut1 av1 ab t ty and ordeo 
cupUnte 
Signature 
Mrs. Mr ~s . 
Name tPioa>e Pnnt Clc:uty) 
Address 
State 
01 -09003-001 -E51621 
----------- ... ~-·~~~.-·--~~~--
Craftsmanship ••• And Officially Licensed 
Precision hand-crafted , the ''Fm'luall Prltle Men ',o; Walch" is 
loaded with features and dramatic styling. The bracelet style watch 
has a highly polished silver-tone finish that features a bold black bezel 
i with markers at every 5 minutes. Standing out against the watch 
: dial is the famous Fannall Model M tractor. Etched on the reverse side 
I 
: is a United States map with the American Flag. and the motto that 
I 
: says it aU ... "Fannall Pride." 
I 
I Dependable ••• Affordable 
I 
: Precision quartz movement and an adjustable clao;p make this watch 
; extremely dependable and comfortable to wear. It's water resistant 
: to a depth of99 ft., and protected by our unconditional 120-day 
: guarantee as well as a fuJI one-year limited warranty. It's a superb 
Yalue as "ell at just $99*, payable in 3 convenient monthl)' 
installments of $33. To re en e yours, send no mone} ... just send 
in your Resen ation Application today! 
•• 
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